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Institutional Mission Statement 

Berry College is a comprehensive liberal-arts college with Christian values. The college furthers our 

students' intellectual, moral, and spiritual growth; proffers lessons that are gained from worthwhile work done 

well; and challenges them to devote their learning to community and civic betterment. Berry emphasizes an 

educational program committed to high academic standards, values based on Christian principles, practical 

work experience, and community service in a distinctive environment of natural beauty. It is Berry's goal to 

make an excellent private liberal-arts education accessible to talented students from a wide range of social and 

economic backgrounds. 

Division of Nursing Mission Statement 

The Mission of the Division of Nursing is in accordance with the Mission and Purpose of Berry College. 

The Division of Nursing is committed to the concern of the individual and permeates the principles of respect 

and collegiality for both faculty and students. The aims of the Division of Nursing are to offer an exemplary 

undergraduate nursing program that:  

1. Builds on a strong foundation of liberal arts and science studies that supports the development of 

knowledge, skills, and attitudes needed by the baccalaureate nurse to address the health care realities of 

the twenty-first century. 

2. Educates professional registered nurses who: 

a. Practice the roles of a nurse generalist who provides patient-centered care that is safe, 

compassionate, and affirms interdenominational Christian principles and values. 

b. Deliver patient-centered care in a transforming health care setting with an emphasis on safety, 

evidenced-based practice, quality outcomes of care, informatics, and the economic influences of 

health care delivery. 

c. Practice nursing safely and compassionately in a variety of settings, with diverse populations and 

backgrounds, both locally and globally. 

d. Serve as a leader, collaborative participant, and professional among the disciplines, committed to 

community and civic betterment while transforming health care delivery into a safer, higher 

quality, and more cost effective system.  

e. Participate in life-long learning, academic excellence, and intellectual growth. 

3. Promotes a learner-centered, caring, academic community that: 

a. Inspires intellectual, moral, ethical, interdenominational Christian principles, values, and service 

to others. 

b. Encourages students toward a life of lasting value and purpose. 
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c. Promotes personal accountability through actions and decisions in both faculty and students by 

maintaining physical well-being, spiritual growth, and emotional health. 

d. Utilizes learner-centered integrative strategies that inspire students to academic excellence.  

e. Incorporates worthwhile work and service to others that complements knowledge and faith in 

building personal character. 

Division of Nursing Faculty Goals 

The faculty and administration of the Division of Nursing will: 

1. Cultivate an exemplary undergraduate nursing program that prepares future nurses to participate in the 

transformation of the twenty-first century health care system. 

2. Sustain a faculty who will actively participate in an innovative learner-centered, caring, academic 

community built on moral, ethical, interdenominational Christian principles, values, and service to 

others.  

3. Promote collaborative, scholarly, and creative work, both with students and colleagues that will 

contribute to good teaching and inspire students to excellence. 

4.  Facilitate the application of knowledge from a liberal-arts education into the practice of professional 

nursing. 

5. Incorporate current nursing science and theories, while guiding the students’ understanding of the 

nursing professional’s potential to play a significant role in transforming health care delivery into a 

safer, higher quality, and cost-effective system.   

6. Embrace a learning environment that supports the aim of Berry College as service to humanity, “Not to 

be ministered unto but to minister”. 

Program Philosophy and Belief 

The Division of Nursing faculty is in agreement and supports the mission and educational principles of 

Berry College. By emphasizing an educational program committed to high academic standards based on 

interdenominational Christian principles and values within an academic, caring community.  Students will 

develop professional competence and acquire knowledge, skills, and attitudes to assume professional nursing 

roles. Both the Division of Nursing and Berry College are dedicated to meeting the intellectual, moral, and 

material needs of our students as the foundation for teaching and learning. Additionally, both Berry College and 

the Division of Nursing affirm its support of academic integrity, as reflected in founder Martha Berry’s 

commitment to educating the head, heart, and hands. We believe that mutual trust and respect among Berry’s 

students, faculty, and staff are essential to the operation of the college and Division. All members of the Berry 

College community are responsible for working together to establish and uphold an environment conducive to 

an honorable academic endeavor. 
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The professional practice of nursing is an art and a science, grounded in knowledge obtained through a 

liberal-arts education. An educational foundation, which includes the advanced analytical skills of critical 

thinking and clinical reasoning, communication, problem-solving, and decision-making, is essential for the 

professional nurse to meet the health care realities of the twenty-first century. Competent nursing practice 

requires possessing the knowledge, skills, and attitudes necessary to provide safe and effective care to patients, 

including individuals, families, groups, communities, and populations. Using critical thinking and clinical 

reasoning, students will collaborate with members of the health care team to deliver safe competent care in a 

setting that reflects a revised culture of communication. Patient-centered care demands awareness and non-

judgmental acceptance of diversity. Sensitivity to these differences allows the nurse to practice with compassion 

and respect for the inherent dignity and worth of every individual regardless of age, gender, race, culture, sexual 

orientation, or health care beliefs.   

Nurses will assume the roles of provider of care, manager of care, member of a profession, and 

member/leader of an interdisciplinary team. Nurses providing direct care are responsible for coordinating and 

managing nursing care (assuming the role of manager, coordinator of care), collaborating with other health team 

members (assuming role of interdisciplinary member), and being aware of socio-political-economic factors 

affecting health care delivery and the health care system (assuming the role of member of a profession). The 

Division of Nursing believes students must acquire knowledge, skills, and attitudes that support basic 

competencies of safety as defined by Quality Safety Education in Nursing (QSEN) and the roles of the nurse as 

defined by American Association of Colleges of Nursing (AACN). The QSEN competencies are Patient-

centered Care, Interdisciplinary Teamwork and Collaboration/Communication, Safety, Quality Improvement, 

inclusion of Evidence-based Practices, and Informatics. Fundamental to nursing is the belief that patient-

centered care is characterized by compassion, respect for patient preferences, values and needs, and recognition 

of the patient as the source of control and full partner in health care decision-making to enhance patient 

satisfaction and safe health outcomes.  

Patient-centered nursing care demands a cultural change in communication that includes a no-blame 

approach. This no-blame approach is essential to providing safe care and identifying, implementing, and 

evaluating goals and outcomes. The individual’s right to autonomous decision-making is an integral part of 

patient-centered care. Nurses must be committed to providing patient-centered care that considers and examines 

a variety of political, social, economic, cultural, religious/spiritual, technological, and historical issues 

influencing health care. Principles and values of compassion, respect for others, altruism, social justice, freewill, 

veracity, and protection from harm complement patient-centered care. 

Safe quality care that minimizes harm and mitigates error is dependent on a cultural of collegiality, open 

communication, mutual respect, skills of collaboration, negotiation, and conflict resolution. Nurses must 

demonstrate clinical expertise by integrating the analytical skills of critical thinking, clinical reasoning, 
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problem-solving, decision making, and evidence-based practice while incorporating patient preferences to 

deliver optimal, safe health care and improve outcomes. A key to improving health care quality, both locally 

and global, is for the professional nurse to become increasingly comfortable and proficient in the use of 

technology, informatics, economics, and genetic information.   

Curriculum development is a faculty responsibility. Faculty must design, implement, and evaluate a 

curriculum and learning environment that assist the students in acquiring the knowledge, skills, and attitudes 

necessary to assume the role of the professional registered nurse. The faculty believes that nursing is best taught 

in a caring academic environment that is learner-centered just as health care is patient-centered. The faculty 

believes that students are full partners in teaching and learning and that the faculty’s role is to facilitate learning, 

encourage student control, and value their needs. The faculty embraces their responsibility in the utilization of 

evidence-based practice by exploring and utilizing evidence-based teaching learning strategies to enhance 

learning, meet established educational outcomes, and maximize quality education. The faculty agrees that 

nursing education demands equal attention in face to face classroom activities, virtual and simulated activities, 

and clinical learning opportunities. The faculty has a responsibility to understand and utilize technology and 

informatics to enhance teaching and learning, monitor quality, and manage data.  

The faculty recognizes that considerable effort must be expended for the curriculum to remain current as 

they identify the essential content imperative to professional nursing practice. To ensure students acquire 

knowledge, skills, and attitudes of professional nursing, faculty must consult and incorporate best practices, 

nationally published standards of essential skills, national areas of health care priority, and the reality of a health 

care delivery system that is, at best, constantly changing, and at times chaotic, uncertain, and ambiguous.  

The faculty accepts the responsibility of working with local, national, and global health care providers when 

selecting and evaluating clinical learning experiences. Clinical experience will be in a variety of agencies: 

public, private, faith-based, and community settings serving diverse populations and age groups. The faculty 

believes that institutions/agencies selected for clinical learning must support advancing safe, quality patient 

care. The faculty is responsible for evaluating the effectiveness of the planned curriculum by collecting, 

analyzing data, and evaluating the educational outcomes of the program.  

The faculty values working with core faculty members of Berry College who are dedicated to assisting 

students in obtaining a balanced educational program in the sciences, arts, and humanities. In addition, they 

share the responsibility of creating and entering into a learning environment that embraces the aim of Berry as 

service to humanity, which is best expressed in Berry’s motto, “Not to be ministered unto, but to minister.”  
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Program Learning Outcomes 

At the completion of the program, the graduate of Berry College Division of Nursing will be able to: 

1. Synthesize knowledge from the sciences, arts, humanities, current nursing science, and the 

understanding of human experience from birth to death, while providing patient-centered care.  

2. Practice nursing leadership in the quest to improve safety and quality outcomes of patient-centered care 

while demonstrating the understanding of complex health care system, cost effectiveness, and the 

process of changing current practice.  

3. Critically analyze and implement current evidence-based nursing interventions, manage acute and 

chronic care of patients, promote health across the life span, and contribute to best health care practice. 

4. Integrate data, informatics, and technology into nursing practice using analytical skills of critical 

thinking and clinical reasoning to validate decision-making, promote safe and effective care, and 

enhance communication while maintaining patient confidentiality and right to privacy. 

5. Explore and analyze the political, social, cultural, economic, technologic, genetic, and ecologic issues 

that influence health care delivery and professional nursing practice while recognizing the effects of 

regulatory agencies, health care economics on patient care quality, workplace safety, and scope of 

nursing practice. 

6. Communicate with patients, families, groups, communities, and the interdisciplinary health team 

members with the unique nursing perspective to improve health care quality, resolve conflict, negotiate 

change, and maximize positive outcomes of health care.   

7. Participate in health promoting, population-focused, clinical preventions through the use of community 

assessment, policy planning, teaching, advocacy, and interdisciplinary collaboration.  

8. Practice professional nursing within legal and ethical boundaries accepting personal responsibility and 

accountability while incorporating altruism, autonomy, human dignity, social justice, patient advocacy, 

and service to others.  

9. Provide patient-centered care that is safe, compassionate, affirms interdenominational Christian values, 

and respects the inherit dignity and worth of every individual regardless of age, gender, race, culture, 

sexual orientation, or health care beliefs. 
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ORGANIZATION OF THE CURRICULUM 

The Philosophy of the Division of Nursing guides the organizing framework for the BSN curriculum.  In 

organizing a future-oriented curriculum to prepare nurses to work in an increasingly complex and ambiguous 

world, many references and reports were consulted. Among these were AACN Essentials of Baccalaureate 

Nursing Education, AACN Impact of Education on Nursing Practice, AACN Recommended Baccalaureate 

Competencies and Curricular Guidelines for the Nursing Care of Older Adults, AACN Cultural Competency in 

Baccalaureate Nursing Education, the IOM Reports, Teaching IOM: Implications of the Institute of Medicine 

Reports for Nursing Education, sources on the QSEN (Quality and Safety Education for Nurses) web site and 

reports and the Georgia Board of Nursing Rules and Regulations.  

The baccalaureate nursing curriculum is built on two years of foundation/core courses that provide the 

graduate with the advanced analytical skills of critical thinking and clinical reasoning, communication, 

problem-solving, and decision-making essential for the professional nurse to meet the health care realities of the 

twenty-first century. The baccalaureate nursing graduate will use the liberal arts foundation courses such as 

English, Communication, Psychology, Sociology, Life-span Developmental Psychology, History, Government, 

and Fine Arts to provide a foundation for the diverse complex health care needs of today. The in-depth 

knowledge acquired from selected courses in natural sciences, statistics, religion, and philosophy will prepare 

the graduate for the increased complexity of practice. Liberal arts and basic science courses will be incorporated 

and serve as the base for professional nursing course work. The combination will result in a more educated 

nurse prepared for practice challenges.  

The nursing curriculum of Berry College Division of Nursing is uniquely futuristic, as it prepares nurses to 

work in an increasingly complex and ambiguous world. The overall aim of the baccalaureate program will be to 

prepare nurses who have the knowledge, skills, and attitudes necessary to assume the role of the professional 

registered nurse and improve the quality and safety of the health care systems in which they work. The nursing 

curriculum will follow the American Association of Colleges of Nursing (AACN) and the Quality and Safety 

Education for Nurses (QSEN) initiative by incorporating quality and safety competencies into the curriculum 

framework. The six competencies are Patient-centered Care, Interdisciplinary Teamwork & Collaboration, 

Evidence-based Practice, Quality Improvement, Safety, and Informatics. The roles of the BSN prepared nurse 

generalist are direct caregiver, manager/designer/coordinator of care, member of a profession, and member of 

an interdisciplinary team. Special emphasis for the Berry College BSN program will include health care 

informatics, health care economy, gerontology, cancer care, cultural diversity, spiritual dimensions, and 

community health promotion. These terms are defined in the Glossary of Terms.  

In addition to preparing a nurse for quality safe practice, the educational experience of Berry College 

Nursing students will include preparing them for service, leadership, and patient-centered care that exemplifies 
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the interdenominational Christian values of Berry College. The nurses of the future must be prepared to look 

beyond the acute health care environment and traditional roles of the nurse. Special emphases for the Berry 

College BSN program will include health care informatics, health care economy, gerontology, cancer care, 

cultural diversity, spiritual dimensions, and community health promotion.  

To enrich the education of students and the life of the college as a whole, Berry offers a variety of 

international study options. Depending on the student’s individual interest, nursing students will participate in a 

short-term Cross Cultural Immersion, local, or global cross-cultural setting. Through this experience, they will 

continue the Martha Berry tradition; “of the head, heart and hands” approach to education.   

The nursing curriculum is designed to ensure the professional nurse of the twenty-first century is prepared to 

contribute to transforming the health care system to one focused on safety and quality care. The nursing 

curriculum introduces and expects the student to apply to nursing practice the six safety and quality 

competencies as described by QSEN and AACN: Patient-centered Care, Interdisciplinary Teamwork & 

Collaboration, Evidence-based Practice, Quality Improvement, Safety, and Informatics. 

Patient-centered Care is introduced in NUR 311-Professional Nursing Practice (PNP)-Foundations and is 

included in each of the nursing practice courses as students are expected to create a safe and compassionate 

environment for patients, their families, groups, and population areas.  Students gain competence in 

communication with patients, families, and others in identifying expected outcomes and measuring progress 

toward obtaining desired goals. 

Evidence-based Practice (EBP) is included in every nursing course as students consider best practices 

related to the clinical experiences for each practice course. In NUR 311-PNP-Foundations students are 

introduced to EBP and best practices in discussion of pain management, infection control, and patient teaching. 

In NUR 412-Evidence-based Practice, students learn to critique research, complete an EBP project, and explore 

a variety of databases, integrative studies, and technological support systems for managing data and nursing 

care. 

Communicating and Collaborating as a member of an interdisciplinary team is introduced in NUR 311- 

PNP-Foundations. In NUR 311, students communicate and collaborate with health team members when 

providing care in clinical agencies and are introduced to the responsibility of the roles of a variety of health care 

team members.  The case studies and simulations used in NUR 311 provide opportunities for students to work 

with an interdisciplinary team including the physician and other team members. All nursing practice courses 

include simulated experiences which incorporate interdisciplinary communication and collaboration. In NUR 

324-PNP- Local and Global Community, students will begin planning and implementing community health 

promotion and prevention programs by collaborating with local community resource personnel. In NUR 422-

Senior Internship, students have an advanced opportunity to improve their interdisciplinary communication, 

collaboration, and delegation skills.   
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The process of Quality Improvement is introduced in NUR 311-PNP-Foundations as a major responsibility 

of the registered nurse.  Students are introduced to the major processes of quality improvement and key terms 

used in the quality improvement process. As students progress through each course, Nurse Sensitive Quality 

Indicators are included as part of the evaluation process of nursing care. Case studies include the occurrence of 

adverse events so that students can complete variance reports, generate root cause analysis, and identify changes 

needed to improve care and mitigate error.  NUR 423-Quality of Care-Capstone Course provides an opportunity 

for students to complete a senior thesis project focusing on the impact of quality improvement on the health care 

system and or patient outcomes.  

Safety, as a quintessential part of competent nursing practice, is introduced in all courses in the first 

semester nursing courses, NUR 311-PNP-Foundations, NUR 312-Physical Assessment, and NUR 313-

Pathophysiology and Pharmacology. Case studies used in each practice course include issues related to safety, 

and simulated safety risks will be staged for identification by students. For example, in NUR 322-PNP-

Vulnerable Populations, students consider risk identification scales such as the Braden Scale in determining best 

practices related to prevention of pressure ulcers in the older adult. A Capstone Course, NUR 423, emphasizes 

the nurse’s role in participating in activities related to safe care and quality improvement as students complete a 

senior thesis paper focusing on quality and safety competencies in clinical practice.   

Informatics will be introduced during the liberal arts sequence for all Berry College students. The use of 

informatics and technology in nursing will be introduced in NUR 311-PNP-Foundations. Students will be 

expected to use a variety of data management programs throughout the program including EMR-Electronic 

Medical Records, CPOE-Computerized Physician Order Entry, POES-Physician Order Enter System, and 

computerized medication distribution programs.   

The role of member/leader of an interdisciplinary team and the competencies of teamwork and collaboration 

is introduced in NUR 311-PNP-Foundations, as students work with nurses, physicians and other staff to provide 

and manage the care of one patient. Methods of collaborative communication are explored as well as 

documentation of nursing care given. This role of team member continues to be explored in each nursing 

practice course as students provide and manage care for parents and children, vulnerable populations, and adult 

health patients.  Involvement in community/global interdisciplinary teams is emphasized in NUR 324-PNP-

Local and Global Community Health and NUR 410-Cross Cultural Immersion. The professional nurse’s role as 

member/leader of an interdisciplinary team is emphasized in NUR 424-PNP-Leadership and Management. The 

roles of the generalist baccalaureate prepared nurses are introduced in NUR 311-PNP-Foundations. That course 

focuses on providing a broad base for the role of care giver, as well as beginning knowledge about managing 

the care of one patient and collaboration with other health team members. The role of member of profession is 

introduced and legal and ethical principles of nursing care are included as well as professional responsibilities 

related to accountability, professional dress, and behavior.   
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As students focus on the role of caregiver in NUR 311-PNP-Foundations, they are involved in the first 

critical step of providing and managing care - assessment of health care problems, NUR 312-Physical 

Assessment. NUR 313-Pathophysiology and Pharmacology provides students with necessary knowledge of 

basic classifications of drugs, administration of drugs, and other information necessary to assume the role of 

provider of care.  In the spring semester of the first year, emphasis on NUR 323-Pathophysiology and 

Pharmacology II continues to reinforce the basic knowledge as a provider of care applied to family care and 

vulnerable populations. The nurse’s role as a member of the health care team and member of an 

interdisciplinary team is introduced, as well as concepts related to safe, effective care and the measurement of 

quality of care and patient outcomes.  

The role of care giver and manager of care is emphasized in each of the following semesters with the 

Nursing Practice courses, NUR 311-PNP-Foundations, NUR 321-PNP-Family, NUR 322-PNP-Vulnerable 

Populations, NUR 324-PNP-Local/Global Community Health, NUR 411-PNP-Adult Health I, and NUR 421-

PNP-Adult Health II. In each of these courses, students focus on the provider and manager of care roles for 

parents and new babies, children, geriatric patients, and those with severe and persistent mental health 

problems. The Cross Cultural Immersion-NUR 410, provides an opportunity to provide care for patients in 

diverse cultures and settings and promotes a sense of how nurses “fit” in the global perspective of providing 

health care. The senior courses focus on providing care to more than one patient and providing care for a group 

of patients in the senior internship experience. All nursing practice courses focus on management of commonly 

occurring adult health problems, particularly those problems identified by the IOM as “Priority Areas of Care” 

(Teaching IOM, p. 136-137).  

The role as member of a profession is emphasized in the second semester in NUR 324-PNP-Local/Global 

Community Health. In this course, students explore health care problems related to population areas and health 

care problems associated with poverty, lack of resources, and warfare. Students begin to identify their role as a 

member of a global community and explore the concept of “one’s place in the world.” Students explore the 

concepts of respect, human dignity, and social justice for all humans as well as volunteerism and service.  

Professional obligations are also explored in NUR 424-PNP-Leadership and Professional Issues in Nursing, as 

students examine a variety of political, socio-economic, technological, ethical, legal, and professional issues. 

Legal and ethical issues of care are included in appropriate areas of the curriculum. For example, issues related 

to end-of-life decision making and care giving are discussed in NUR 322-PNP-Vulnerable Populations as well 

as ethical and socioeconomic issues related to homelessness and poverty. In NUR 321-PNP-Families Care, 

ethical and legal issues related to conception, family violence, and community violence are included in case 

studies.  

Cultural Competencies will be introduced in NUR 311-PNP-Foundations, NUR 312-Physical Assessment, 

and NUR 313-Pathophysiology and Pharmacology as students begin to understand cultural preferences in 
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Patient-Centered Care, cultural variations in physical assessment, and cultural issues in pharmacological 

responses.  Students will also learn to apply knowledge of social and cultural factors that affect nursing and 

health care.  In NUR 322-PNP-Vulnerable Populations, students consider care of vulnerable populations as they 

utilize research studies from racial and ethnic specific research journals.  In NUR 324-PNP-Local and Global 

Community, students conduct community assessments in diverse communities, provide culturally appropriate 

interventions, and design health teaching plans for culturally diverse patients.  In NUR 410-Cross Cultural 

Immersion as students participate in a cultural immersion experience, they compare and contrast examples of 

behavior by health care team members that are appropriate, respectful, and inclusive, and behavior that is 

insensitive, lacks cultural understanding, or reflects prejudice.  Students discuss how the nurse can intervene in 

interpersonal situations to improve adherence to professional standards of respect and civility.  Students have 

opportunities to participate in campus-wide cultural celebrations and religious ceremonies conducted by the 

cultural center events coordinator at Berry College. 

Gerontological Competencies are introduced in NUR 311-PNP-Foundations and NUR 312-Physical 

Assessment.  Students apply special needs assessment tools to the older adult, assess barriers for older adults 

receiving, understanding, and giving information during teaching and learning, and assess the living 

environment as it relates to functional, physical, cognitive, psychological, and social needs of older adults. 

Students also use online guidelines and resources/programs to prevent, identify, and mange geriatric syndromes 

and promote wellness. In NUR 322-PNP-Vulnerable Populations and NUR 323-Pathophysiology and 

Pharmacology, students implement and monitor strategies to prevent risk and promote quality and safety (e.g. 

medication management, falls) in the nursing care of older adults. Students learn to facilitate non-coercive 

decision making in older adults.  In NUR 411-PNP-Adult I, students recognize the complex interaction of acute 

and chronic co-morbid physical and mental conditions and associated treatments common to older adults. 

Oncological Competencies are introduced in NUR 312-Physical Assessment when students study cancer 

screenings for breast and testicular cancer.  In NUR 322-PNP-Vulnerable Populations, students learn about how 

intractable pain, grief, loss, terminal illness, and palliative care relate to the care of the cancer patient.  In NUR 

421-PNP-Adult II, students study the process of hematological disorders and the nursing care associated with 

oncological diseases. Special emphasis is placed on cancers with higher incidence including lung, colon, breast, 

and prostate. 
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Curriculum Plan for Pre-Nursing and Nursing Students 
 The following Foundations curriculum was adopted for use beginning with fall 2016 freshmen. Sophomores 
were given the opportunity to retain their original General education pre-nursing curriculum or opt to use the 
fall 2016 new Foundations curriculum. The new Foundations curriculum plan allows students to choose 
foundational courses from the following four learning goals: 1) Effective Communication (1a Writing 
Communication and Critical Literacy; & 1b Oral and Visual Communication), 2) Mathematical Inquiry, 3) 
Intercultural Knowledge, 4) Foundations of Knowledge (4a Humanities, 4b Arts, 4c Social & Behavioral 
Sciences, 4d Natural Sciences, & 4e Physical Wellness).  
 Courses required for nursing during the Foundations curriculum are BIO 111 Biology, CHEM 108 
Chemistry I, BIO 206 Human Anatomy & Physiology I, BIO 207 Human Anatomy & Physiology II, BIO 201 
or 301 Microbiology, MATH 111 Elementary Statistics, PSY 101 Psychology, and PSY 221 Life-Span 
Development. Additional elective hours and Berry College Courses (BCC) centered around the first year are 
also required.  
 After the Foundations and required courses are complete, students may take Nursing courses if they are 
accepted by the Division of Nursing. Current Foundations Curriculum and courses offered meeting the 
foundations requirements can be seen at the following link: 
https://catalog.berry.edu/preview_program.php?catoid=14&poic=1066 

The following is a traditional BSN Curriculum Course Sequence (For students who opted to continues in general Education 
requirements) 

https://catalog.berry.edu/preview_program.php?catoid=14&poic=1066
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Fall Semester, Year One Hrs  Spring Semester, Year One Hrs 

BIO 111 Biology 
 
MAT 111 Elementary Statistics 

4 
3 

 RHW 102 English 4 

CHM 108 Chemistry I 4 

SOC 200 Sociology or 
ANT 200 Anthropology 

3  
PSY 101 Psychology 

3 

 
Humanities (student choice) 

Hrs 
3 

 COM 203 Communications 3 

KIN  Kinesiology Activity 1 

BCC 100 Freshman Seminar 1  
TOTAL 

15 

Total 14  
Spring Semester, Year Two Hrs 

Fall Semester, Year Two Hrs  
BIO 207 Human Anatomy & Physiology II 

4 

BIO 206 Human Anatomy * 
Physiology I 

4 
BIO 301 Microbiology 

4 

ART 201, 202, MUS 215 or THE 201 

3 
Humanity (student choice) 3 

PSY 221 Life-Span Development 3 Elective 3-4 

ECO 110 or GOV 207, 211, 217 3 
KIN 220, 221, 222 or 223 kinesiology 1 

         Humanity (student choice) 3 

Total 

15-16 

TOTAL 16 

Spring Semester, Year Three Hrs 

Fall Semester, Year Three Hrs  

NUR 311 PNP Foundations.       6-8-6 8 NUR 321 PNP Families.                   4-6-6 6 

NUR 312 Physical Assessment 3-3-4 4 NUR 322 PNP Vulnerable Pops.       4-6-6 6 

NUR 323 Patho/Pharmacology II.      2-0-2 2 
NUR 313 Patho/Pharmacology I  4-0-4 4  

NUR 324 PNP Local/Global Comm.   3-0-3 
3 

TOTAL 16  
Total 

17 

Summer I or Summer II 
 

9  
Spring Semester, Year Four Hrs 

NUR 410 Cross Cultural 
Immersion.       1-4-3 

3 NUR 421 PNP Adult II.             6-0-6 6 

Fall Semester, Year Four Hrs 
NUR 422  Senior Internship.      0-6-6 6 

NUR 423 Capstone: Quality of Care   1-0-1 

1 

NUR 411 PNP Adult I.     5-12-9 9 

        NUR 412 Evidence-Based       
Practice                                      3-0-3 

3  
Total 

13 

NUR 424 PNP Leadership & 
Management.                             2-0-2 

2  
 

 

Total 14  
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BSN Traditional Curriculum Course Sequence 2014-2016 

Fall Semester, Year One Hours Spring Semester, Year One Hours 

BIO 111 Biology  4 RWR 102 English 4 

MAT 111 Elementary Statistics  3 CHM 108 Chemistry I  4 
SOC 200 Sociology OR 
ANT 200 Anthropology 3 PSY 101 Psychology  3 

HIS 120, 154, 155, 205, or 206  History 3 COM 203 Communications 3 

BCC 100 1 KIN Kinesiology Activity 1 

Total      14 Total 15 

Fall Semester, Year Two 
Hours 

Spring Semester, Year Two Hours 

BIO 206 Human Anatomy & Physiology I  4 BIO 207 Human Anatomy & Physiology II  4 

ENG Literature (200 level) 3 BIO 301 Microbiology  4 

PSY 221 Life-Span Development  3 ART 201, 202, MUS 215 or THE  201 3 

ECO 110 or GOV 207, 211, 217 3 HUM Humanities (5th) 3 

KIN Kinesiology Activity 1 KIN 220, 221, 222, or 223 Kinesiology 1 
REL Religion OR  
PHI Philosophy (100 level) 3 

Total 15 Total 17 

Fall Semester, Year Three Hours Spring Semester, Year Three Hours 

NUR 311 PNP Foundations        6-6-8 8 NUR 321 PNP Families            4-6-6 6 

NUR 312 Physical Assessment        3-3-4 4 NUR 322 PNP Vulnerable Pops             4-6-6 6 

NUR 313 Patho/Pharmacology I        4-0-4 4 NUR 323 Patho/Pharmacology II          2-0-2 2 

Total 16 

NUR 324 PNP Local/Global Comm.      3-0-3 3 

Total 17 

Fall Semester, Year Four Hours Spring Semester, Year Four Hours 

NUR 411 PNP Adult I                        5-12-9 9 NUR 410 Cross Cultural Immersion       1-4-3 3 

NUR 412 Evidenced-Based Practice       3-0-3 3 NUR 421 PNP Adult II                         6-0-6 6 
NUR 424 PNP Leadership &  
Management              2-0-2                                               2 NUR 422 Senior Internship          0-6-6 6 

Total 14 

NUR 423 Capstone: Quality of Care       1-0-1 1 

Total 16 

The order of the core courses may be adjusted to accommodate scheduling.   

For example:  CHM 108 may be taken in the fall and BIO 111 may be taken in the spring of the first year. 

COM 203 may be taken in any semester. 
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Core classes must be completed prior to beginning the nursing sequence.     

Total Credit Hours for the BSN Major = 124 credit hours 

Notes: PNP = Professional Nursing Practice/ Clinical Component 

 PNP Foundations   1-6 hour clinical day per week 

 PNP Vulnerable Populations  2-6 hour clinical days for 6 weeks 

 PNP Family    2-6 hour clinical days for 6 weeks 

 PNP Adult I    12-12 hour clinical days 

 Senior Internship             3-12 hour days plus 2-hour seminar debriefing  

                                                                        (180-190 hours) 5 weeks intensive 
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BSN Traditional Curriculum Course Sequence 2017-2019 

Fall Semester, Year One Hours Spring Semester, Year One Hours 

BIO 111 Biology  4 RWR 102 English 4 

MAT 111 Elementary Statistics  3 CHM 108 Chemistry I  4 
SOC 200 Sociology OR 
ANT 200 Anthropology 3 PSY 101 Psychology  3 

HIS 120, 154, 155,  History Humanity 3 COM 203 Communications 3 

BCC 100 1 KIN Kinesiology Activity 1 

Total      14 Total 15 

Fall Semester, Year Two Hours Spring Semester, Year Two Hours 
BIO 206 Human Anatomy & Physiology 
I  4 BIO 207 Human Anatomy & Physiology II  4 

ENG Literature (200 level)-Humanity 3 BIO 301 Microbiology  4 

PSY 221 Life-Span Development  3 ART 201, 202, MUS 215 or THE  201 3 

ECO 110 or GOV 207, 211, 217 3 Elective 4 
REL Religion OR  
PHI Philosophy (100 level) Humanity 3 KIN 220, 221, 222, or 223 Kinesiology 1 

Total 16 Total 16 

Fall Semester, Year Three Hours Spring Semester, Year Three Hours 
NUR 311 PNP Foundations        6-6-
8 8 NUR 321 PNP Families            4-6-6 6 
NUR 312 Physical Assessment        3-3-
4 4 

NUR 322 PNP Vulnerable Pops             4-
6-6 6 

NUR 313 Patho/Pharmacology I        4-0-
4 4 

NUR 323 Patho/Pharmacology II          2-
0-2 2 

Total 16 

NUR 324 PNP Local/Global Comm.      3-0-
3 3 

Total 
17 
 

Maymester  Nur 410 Cross Cultural 1-
4-3 3   

Fall Semester, Year Four   Spring Semester, Year Four Hours 
NUR 411 PNP Adult I                        
5-12-9 9 

NUR 421 PNP Adult II                         
6-0-6     6 

NUR 412 Evidenced-Based Practice       
3-0-3 3 NUR 422 Senior Internship          0-6-6      6 
NUR 424 PNP Leadership & Manage.    2-
2                                               3 

NUR 423 Capstone: Quality of Care       1-0-
1 1 

Total 2   
NUR 424 PNP Leadership & Manage.    
2-0-2                                               14 Total 13 
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The order of the core courses may be adjusted to accommodate scheduling.  For example:  CHM 108 may be 

taken in the fall and BIO 111 may be taken in the spring of the first year. COM 203 may be taken in any 

semester. Core classes must be completed prior to beginning the nursing sequence. 
 
Total Credit Hours for the BSN Major = 124 credit hours 

Notes: PNP = Professional Nursing Practice/ Clinical Component 

 PNP Foundations   1-6 hour clinical day per week 

 PNP Vulnerable Populations  2-6 hour clinical days for 6 weeks 

 PNP Family    2-6 hour clinical days for 6 weeks 

 PNP Adult I    12-12 hour clinical days 

Senior Internship            3-12 hour days plus 2-hour seminar debriefing                                                                                                                   

(180-190 hours) 5 weeks intensive 
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Formatting Syllabi 

The Provost initiated syllabus guidelines for 2019-2020 and can be found on the following webpage: 

https://vikingweb.berry.edu/ICS/berry_Community/Group_Management/Office_of_the_Provost/ 
 
Berry College Format for a Course Syllabus: 2014-2019 
 
 The information below MUST be supplied for all courses taught at Berry College, including internships, 

directed readings, and practicums. This information is required for full compliance with the instructional and 

curricular criterion of our accrediting agency SACS. An explanation of the areas is included in parenthesis next 

to the major subject headings. You may, of course, include other information as well.  

 A copy of your syllabus must be given to each student enrolled in your course, and an electronic version of 

your syllabus must be given to your department chair, who will send them forward as required. Faculty are 

encouraged to post their syllabi on Viking Web. 

 

Course Number and Title (Credit Hours) 
Academic Term 

 
Days/Time of Meeting Office Location 
Place of Meeting Office Hours 
Professor Office Telephone 
Email 
Course Description: Should be the catalog description. Professor may then elaborate. Include 

PREREQUISITES and SEMESTER HOURS CREDIT. 

Textbook(s):  You may also include other materials (computer disks, etc.) that may be required for your course. 
Purpose of the Course: Purpose should be compatible with the college’s mission and purpose and your 
department’s mission and goals. 

Student Learning Outcomes: What the student will know, be able to do or value at the completion of this 
course; these should be statements for which you can identify measurements to use in determining success in 
meeting the outcomes.   
This section often begins:  The student will develop…, acquire…, demonstrate…, etc.  

Example:  The student will gather, analyze and distill information from a variety of appropriate and 
authoritative sources in the preparation of the argumentative essay.  

 Example: The student will be able to identify the structure for XYZ metallic materials. 
 
If this is a course approved as part of the Foundations Curriculum, you must identify and list the student 
learning outcome for which the course has been approved.  If a course meets more than one Foundations area, at 
least one learning outcome from each area must be included and assessed.  Please include the learning outcome 
followed by the appropriate number.  Please consult with your department chair to clarify the expected 
departmental/college outcomes and strategies that have been adopted to assess thee outcomes. 

Example: Students will identify mathematical patterns and relationship, model and manipulate   

https://vikingweb.berry.edu/ICS/berry_Community/Group_Management/Office_of_the_Provost/
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relationships and draw conclusions based upon the results (F2a) or Courses in this area are intended to 
help students explain and interpret texts from one or more traditions, and identify and assess historical 
events and interpretations (F4a). 

Assessment Measures:  How will you determine if the student meets each of the learning outcomes?  How will 
they demonstrate competencies?  Use of scoring criteria and/or rubric should be indicated where applicable. 

Example: The student will demonstrate a satisfactory level of competency as assessed by the attached 
rubric in writing an argumentative essay.  

 Example: Through achieving at least a 60 percent score on examinations, the student will 
 demonstrate that he or she can identify the structure for XYZ metallic materials 

Evaluation Components and Grading Scale:  Specifically explain how you will evaluate and compute grades 
for your course.  Include your grading scale. For example, is an A 94-100? An A- 90-93? You may consult the 
College Catalog for a description of the college’s policies. Indicate field experience, lab experiences or clinical 
application where applicable as part of the evaluation system. Use of scoring criteria and/or rubric should be 
indicated where applicable.  

Methods of Instruction: Indicate whether lecture, discussion, practicums, laboratory experiences, etc., are 
used. If technology plays an important role in your course, note it here. If students will be required to attend 
events outside the regularly scheduled class period, note it.  

Attendance Policy: You may consult the Viking Code or the College Catalog for a statement of the college’s 
policies. Please be specific about your expectations and penalties that may be imposed, including details 
regarding administrative withdrawals. 

Academic Integrity: Please consult the College Catalog for a statement of the college’s policies. Please be 
specific about your expectations, sanctions, etc. For example, on what projects, if any, may students 
collaborate with others in the course? What is your expectation concerning documentation of sources? What 
will the penalty be if a student commits an action violating this policy?  

Special Requirement(s): Paper, project, examinations, or other with date of submission.  All assignments or 
activities that will impact the student’s grade should be noted here. Use of scoring criteria and/or rubric should 
be indicated where applicable. 

Accommodation Statement:   The Assistant Director of the Academic Support Center, suggests the following 
be included on each syllabus:  

The Student Success Center provides accessibility resources, including academic accommodations, to 
students with diagnosed differences and/or disabilities.  If you need accommodations for this or other 
classes, please visit berry.edu/asc for information and instructions.  You may also visit the ASC offices 
in Evans Hall 106 or reach out at 706-233-4080 

Academic Success Resources (optional item): If you choose to include the statement, the following wording is 
suggested: 

The Academic Success Center provides free peer tutoring and individual academic consultations to all 
Berry College students in the Commons (located in the basement of Memorial Library).  ASC Sessions 
(peer tutoring) are available for this/many course(s)(please note which is appropriate for your course.  
See ASC Session schedule on ASC Website: berry.edu/ASC) throughout the week, completely free, in a 
casual, small group setting.  Students can stop by. Work on assignments, meet fellow students and work 
with a peer tutor as much as or as little as they like.  Additional information about peer tutoring, 
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including the days and times tutoring is available for this course, can be found at berry.edu/asc.  
Individual academic consultations are an opportunity for students to meet one-on-one with an Academic 
Consultant to work on study skills and strategies.  The goal of these meetings is to help students study 
smarter, not harder.  Students can sign up for an individual academic consultation at 
hhtps://berry.edu/asc/iac/. Questions about these resources can be directed to Anna Sharpe, Director of 
the Academic Success Center at asharpe@berry.edu. 

Schedule of Class Sessions: Outline of topics, including tests and dates assignments, are due 
Date/Topic/Assignments with due dates/Readings or other requirements 

Instructor’s or Students’ Bibliography:  A listing of books, articles, etc., that would provide evidence of your 
course preparation or that would be good additional resources for your students should be attached. 
To help you develop your syllabus/schedule, please note: 
We will not hold classes on the following days: 

September in observance of Labor Day.  
Classes after 2 p.m. October are suspended for observance of Mountain Day.   
Second week of October is fall break, and no classes are held on Monday and Tuesday of that week.    
No classes are held Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday in observance of Thanksgiving.  
Christmas break in December.  
Martin Luther King Day in January.  
Good Friday in March and Spring Break for one week.  

The final exam schedule is available by clicking on the “Berry Community” tab of Viking web, then 
choosing the Registrar’s Office page. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:asharpe@berry.edu
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Strategies for the Selection of Learning Experiences 

Strategies used by faculty members to select classroom learning activities include: 

1. Professional judgment of the individual faculty member. 

2. Discussions with teaching team colleagues in regularly scheduled team meetings. 

3. End of semester summaries of course evaluations derived from review of student and faculty 

evaluations, course dialogues, critiques of examinations and other evaluation strategies. 

Students are involved in this process through: 

1. Student-faculty dialogue(s). 

2. Comprehensive course evaluations at the end of every semester. 

Strategies used by faculty members to select clinical learning activities include: 

1. Review of course objectives and content by faculty members. 

2. Meetings between faculty members and clinical agency personnel prior to the clinical experience. 

3. Student evaluations of clinical agencies and clinical experiences each semester. 

4. Evaluations of clinical experiences by agency staff conducted each semester.  

Faculty evaluations of the clinical experience in team meetings and final course evaluation. 
 

ADVISEMENT 
 

 Full time faculty may be asked to advise students as a part of their service to Berry College.  Advisement of 

pre-nursing and nursing students will begin as the student enters the Sophomore year at Berry as a pre-nursing 

student.  Freshmen students taking BCC 100 may have a nursing faculty as their advisor.  It is a goal of Berry 

that students remain with their advisor throughout their years at Berry to promote a trusting relationship.  

Advisors are assigned as students enter either their sophomore year or transfer to the pre-nursing/nursing major. 

If a faculty teaches BCC 100, they will have those students as pre-nursing/nursing advisees. 

 The following section information is used by advisors in the Division of Nursing to assist in advisement 

of students: 

• The Current Foundations Curriculum Plan for Students entering as Freshmen in 2016 or the 

traditional general education core if student is opting to claim the 2016 catalog-Revised 7-17 

• The DON Suggested Sequence for 2016 

• The Berry College Division of Nursing Curriculum Check Sheet for 2019 Foundations 

Curriculum 

• The Berry College Curriculum Check Sheet 2019-2020 

• The Suggested Sequence for 2014-2016  

• The Advisement Planning Squares 
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• The Trial Schedule Form 

• One Stop for adding and dropping courses 

• How to look up courses and their transfer credits from colleges and AP credits equivalents on the 

Berry website 

• Information about cross registration 

For convenience, The DON uses a curriculum checklist, which indicates course choices for foundations 

requirements and additional required courses by the DON prior to admission to the nursing program.  Berry 

College (academic council) voted to change the requirements in three areas: RHW will now be a 3 hour course, 

BIO 201 Will be offered to pre-nursing students as an option for Microbiology.  Kinesiology will require only 

one hour instead of two for foundations. 

The following checklist is the current 2019-2020 checklist using the 2019-2020 foundations requirements. 
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Foundation Learning Goals (42 hours) 
 Required Foundation for Nursing (15 additional hours) 

Bolded courses in Foundations Curriculum indicated with an * 
1. Communication Hrs  Course Course Description Prerequisites Hrs Semester 
a. RHW 102 4  BIO 206 Human Anatomy & Phys I Bio 111 4 F  S  Su 
b. COM 203 or COM 204 3  BIO 207 Human Anatomy & Phys II BIO 111, BIO 206 4 S 

2. Mathematical Inquiry Hrs  BIO 201 or 
301 Microbiology BIO 111 4 

201 Fall 
only 301 FS 

a. MATH 111* 3  PSY 221 Life-Spa Development  3 F S Su 
3. Intercultural Learning Hrs    Total 15  
a. NUR 410 

EDU 222 
ECON 150, 
190 
ENV 150 
HIS 375 
LCS 200 
REL 328 
FRE 101, 
102, 200,  
GER 101, 
200 

SPA 101, 
102, 200, 300 
ENG 201*, 
ENG 214* 
HIS 154*, 
155* , 375 
REL 100* , 
200, 328 
ANT 200* 
SOC 200* 
WNS 323 

3 

 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING (60 hours) 

NUR 311 PNP Foundations 
Admission to BSN 
program 8 F 

NUR 312 Physical Assessment 
Admission to BSN 
program 4 F 

NUR 313 Patho/Pharm I Admission to BSN 
program 4 F  

 
  

   

NUR 321 PNP Families NUR 311, 312, 313 6  S 

NUR 322 PNP Vulnerable Pops NUR 311, 312, 313 6 
S 

a. Humanities  
(3 Disciplines/Departments) 
ENG 201, 210, 211, 214, 220, 
221, 240 
HON 201 
REL 100, 101, 103, , 200, 202, 
207 or PHL 150, 152 
SPA 310, 311, FR 303, GER 303 
HIS 120, 154, 155 

9 

      
NUR 323 Patho/Pharm II NUR 313 2 S 

NUR 324 PNP Local/Global Community NUR 311, 312 3 S 

b. Arts 
ART 201, 202 
CRW 250 
DAN 206 
MUS 215, 246 or 3 credits in 111, 
121, 130 or 11 
THE 201 

3 

 
NUR 411 PNP Adult I 

All 300 level 
nursing 9 F 

NUR 412 Evidence Based Practice 
All 300 level 
nursing 3 F 

NUR 421 PNP Adult II NUR 410, 411, 412 6 S 
c. Social & Behavioral Sciences 

(3 Disciplines/Departments) 
ANT 200, 210  
SOC 200 
ECO 110, 1150, 160, 170, 190 
GOV 207, 211, 217 
HON 203 
PSY 101* 

9 

 
NUR 422  Senior Internship NUR 411, 412 6 S 

NUR 410  Cross Cultural Immersion 
All 300 level 
nursing * 

May or June 
Summer 

NUR 423 Capstone: Quality os Care NUR 411, 412 1 S 

NUR 424 Leadership & Management 
All 300 level 
nursing 2 

 

d. Natural Sciences (2 Disciplines) 
ANS 105,106, 107, 120, 121 
BIO 103, 105, 106, 107, 108, 
111*, 180 
CHEM 102, 108* 
GEO 101, 102, 155 
HON 205 
PHY 101, 111, 211 
ENG 101, EVS 104 

8 

 TOTAL 60 F or S   
 Electives (6-7 hours) hrs   
 Elective    
 Elective    
 

Elective BCC 099-transfer students only 
First Year Students 

0 
   1  

e. Physical Wellness 
KIN Classroom (1 hr)  
KIN Activity  (1 hr) ,  
221 or, 101, 106, 108, 111, 113, 
122, 124, 131, 155, 160, 161, 171, 
175, 178, 190. 

2 

 OTHER DEGREE REQUIREMENTS        
Berry College Courses-Required of All Students Prior to Graduation   

BCC 099 
Or BCC 
100 

BCC 099-transfer students only 
First Year Students 

0 
1  

Cultural Events 3 CE’s for every full time semester enrolled 24  
2019 TOTAL REQUIREMENTS 124  
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  Suggested Sequence 2016-2019 
 

Fall Semester, Year One Hr
s Spring Semester, Year One Hrs 

BIO 111 Biology Required - Major 4 RHW 102 English 4 

MAT 111 Elementary Statistics Required - Major 3 CHM 108 Chemistry I Required - 
Major 

4 

SOC 200 Sociology or ANT 200 
Anthropology 

 3 PSY 101 Psychology    Required - 
Major 

3 

Humanity (student choice) 3 COM 203 Communication 3 

BCC 100 1 KIN Kinesiology Activity 1 

Total 14 Total 15 

Fall Semester, Year Two Hrs Spring Semester, Year Two Hrs 

BIO 206 Human Anatomy & 
Phys  I    

Required - Major        
Required - Major 

4 BIO 207 Human Anatomy & Phys. II
 Required - 

 

4 

Humanity (student choice) 3 BIO 301 Microbiology  Required - 
Major 

4 

PSY 221 Life-Span Psychology Required - Major 3 ART 201, 202, MUS 215 or THE 201 3 

ECO 110 or GOV 207, 211, 217 3 Electives 4 

Humanity (student choice) 3 KIN Kinesiology 221 1 

Total 16 Total 16 

Fall Semester, Year Three Hrs Spring Semester, Year Three Hrs 

NUR 311 PNP Foundations   6-6-8 8 NUR 321 PNP Families   4-6-6 6 

NUR 312 Physical Assessment   3-3-4 4 NUR 322 PNP Vulnerable 
Pops 

  4-6-6 6 

NUR 313 Patho/Pharmacology I   4-0-4 4 NUR 323 
Patho/Pharmacology II 

  2-0-2 2 

 
Total 

 
16 

NUR 324 PNP Local/Global 
Comm 

  3-0-3 3 

Total 17 

Maymester 

NUR 410 Cross Cultural Immersion      1-4-3 3 
 

Fall Semester, Year Four Hrs Spring Semester, Year Four Hrs 

NUR 411 PNP Adult I 
   

    5-12-9 9 NUR 421 PNP Adult II   6-0-6 6 

NUR 412 Evidenced-Based 
Practice 

    3-0-3 3 NUR 422 Senior Internship   0-0-6 6 

NUR 424 PNP Leadership & 
Management 

    2-0-2 2 NUR 423 Capstone: Quality 
of Care 

  1-0-1 1 

Total 14 Total 13 
*The order of the core courses may be adjusted to accommodate scheduling – For example: CHM 108 may be taken in the fall and BIO 111 may be taken in the spring of 
the first year. COM 203 may be taken in any semester. Total Credit Hours for the BSN Major = 124 credit hours 
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Berry College Division of Nursing (Old Core) 
 
COURSES REQUIRED AT THE FRESHMAN LEVEL:  
BIO 111  Principles of Cell Biology   4   
CHM 108  General Chemistry I    4  
PSY 101  Introduction to Psychology  3 
 
COURSES REQUIRED AT THE SOPHOMORE LEVEL:  
BIO 206  Anatomy & Physiology I   4 (will also count as General Education Elective) 
BIO 207  Anatomy & Physiology II   4 
BIO 301  Microbiology     4 
PSY 221  Life-Span Developmental Psychology 3 (will also count as General Education 
Elective) 
 
COURSES REQUIRED BEFORE ENROLLING IN NURSING COURSES:                                                             
(BEFORE END OF SOPHOMORE YEAR) 
ENG 102  English     4      OR RHW 102 (for those entering in fall 2013)   
Literature  (200 level)    3 
MAT 111  Elementary Statistics   3   
COM 203  Communications   3  
SOC 200  Sociology    3  
ART 201, 202, MUS 215 or THE 201  3 
HIS 120, 154, 155, 205, or 206   3  
Religion or Philosophy (100 level)   3 
ECON 110 or GOV 207, 211, 217   3   
Fifth Humanity     3  (HIS, REL/PHI, LIT, ART, MUS, THE) 
Kinesiology 220, 221, 222, or 223   1 
Kinesiology Activity (two activities)   2 
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Suggested Sequence 2013-2014 or prior to 2016 Foundation Curriculum 
 

Fall Semester, Year One Hrs Spring Semester, Year One Hrs 
BIO 111 Biology   3-2-4
 Required - Major  4 RHW 102 English  4 
MAT 111 Elementary Statistics    
 Required - Major 3 

CHM 108 Chemistry I                 3-3-4 Required 
- Major 4 

KIN Kinesiology 220, 221, 222, or 223 
 Required - Major 1 COM 203 Communication 3 

HIS 120, 154, 155, 205, or 206 US or World History 3 
PSY 101 Psychology                   Required - 
Major 3 

BCC 100 1 KIN Kinesiology Activity 1 
Total 12 Total 15 
Fall Semester, Year Two Hrs Spring Semester, Year Two Hrs 
BIO 206 Human Anatomy & Phys. I   3-2-4
 Required - Major 4 

BIO 207 Human Anatomy & Phys. II         3-2-4 
Required - Major 4 

ENG Literature (200 level) 3 
BIO 301 Microbiology                 2-4-4 Required 
- Major 4 

PSY 221 Life-Span Psychology    
 Required - Major 3 ART 201, 202, MUS 215 or THE 201 3 
ECO 110 or GOV 207, 211, 217 3 HUM Humanities (5th) 3 
KIN Kinesiology Activity 1 SOC 200 Sociology or ANT 200 Anthropology  3 
Religion or Philosophy (100 level) 3 Total 

17 Total 17 
Fall Semester, Year Three Hrs Spring Semester, Year Three Hrs 
NUR 311 PNP Foundations    6-6-8 8 NUR 321 PNP Families           4-6-6 6 

NUR 312 Physical Assessment    3-3-4 4 
NUR 322 PNP Vulnerable Pops           4-
6-6 6 

NUR 313 Patho/Pharmacology I   
 4-0-4 4 

NUR 323 Patho/Pharmacology II                 
 2-0-2 2 

Total 
16 

NUR 324 PNP Local/Global Comm            
 3-0-3 3 
Total 17 

Fall Semester, Year Four Hrs Spring Semester, Year Four Hrs 

NUR 411 PNP Adult I    5-12-9 9 
NUR 410 Cross Cultural Immersion     
 1-4-3                                    3 

NUR 412 Evidenced-Based Practice   3-0-3 3 NUR 421 PNP Adult II           6-0-6 6 
NUR 424 PNP Leadership & Management  
 2-0-2                                    2 

NUR 422 Senior Internship       
 0-0-6 6 

Total  
14 

NUR 423 Capstone: Quality of Care  
 1-0-1 1 
Total 16 

*The order of the core courses may be adjusted to accommodate scheduling – For example: CHM 108 may be taken in the fall and BIO 111 may be taken in the spring 
of the first year. COM 203 may be taken in any semester. Total Credit Hours for the BSN Major = 124 credit hour. 
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Berry College Division of Nursing 
Advisement Planning 

Student Name              Date of Advisement         

Summer 20 Fall 20 Spring 20 

  
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Summer 20 Fall 20 Spring 20 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Summer 20 Fall 20 Spring 20 
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TRIAL SCHEDULE FORM 

 
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Alternate 

Courses 

 
8:00 

      
 

 
9:00 

      

 
10:00 

      

 
11:00 

      

 
12:00 

    

  

 
1:00 

      

 
2:00 

      

 
3:00 

      

 
4:00 

      

 
5:00 

      

 
6:00 

      

 

Course & 
No. Sec. Course Title Time M T W H F Hours Instructor 
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Transfer and AP Credit 

 See instructions below on how to look up courses and their transfer credits from colleges and AP credits 
equivalents. Go to the main Berry College web page. 
 
Transfer Credits:  

1. Go to Admissions and Aid tab and Click on the words Admissions and Aid at the top 
2. Click on Apply box 
3. Click on Transfer box 
4. Click on TES box 
5. Click on Access TES here 
6. Find the School from where the transfer credit comes 
7. Find the transfer credit equivalents for Berry 

AP Credit Equivalents: 
1. Go to Berry College web page 
2. Go to Academics 
3. Go to Registrar 
4. Go to Advanced Placement Credit Equivalencies 

 

Advisement Forms can be found on Viking Web in the Community – Registrar Tab 
 
Examples: 
 
Cross-registration form: 
https://vikingweb.berry.edu/ICS/icsfs/Cross_Registration_Instructions.pdf?target=b59e0f89-45ac-adc7-
46cab1b8b938 
 
One Stop Course Registration Form 
https://vikingweb.berry.edu/ICS/icsfs/ONE_STOP_REVISED_2018.pdf?target=1957def9-9bb6-45de-af2a-
cbf24102e951 
 
Transient Request Form 
https://vikingweb.berry.edu/ICS/icsfs/Transient_Form_UPDATED_March_6_2019.pdf?tagret=ba8e7f97-95ee-
4ad0-89de-76a02ed90c67 
 
Request for Incomplete Grade Form 
https://vikingweb.berry.edu/ICS/icsfs/Incomplete_Form_Final.pdf?target=1d2b6759-fa6e-4a79-9699-
4e21e9408412 
 

 

 

 

https://vikingweb.berry.edu/ICS/icsfs/Cross_Registration_Instructions.pdf?target=b59e0f89-45ac-adc7-46cab1b8b938
https://vikingweb.berry.edu/ICS/icsfs/Cross_Registration_Instructions.pdf?target=b59e0f89-45ac-adc7-46cab1b8b938
https://vikingweb.berry.edu/ICS/icsfs/ONE_STOP_REVISED_2018.pdf?target=1957def9-9bb6-45de-af2a-cbf24102e951
https://vikingweb.berry.edu/ICS/icsfs/ONE_STOP_REVISED_2018.pdf?target=1957def9-9bb6-45de-af2a-cbf24102e951
https://vikingweb.berry.edu/ICS/icsfs/Transient_Form_UPDATED_March_6_2019.pdf?tagret=ba8e7f97-95ee-4ad0-89de-76a02ed90c67
https://vikingweb.berry.edu/ICS/icsfs/Transient_Form_UPDATED_March_6_2019.pdf?tagret=ba8e7f97-95ee-4ad0-89de-76a02ed90c67
https://vikingweb.berry.edu/ICS/icsfs/Incomplete_Form_Final.pdf?target=1d2b6759-fa6e-4a79-9699-4e21e9408412
https://vikingweb.berry.edu/ICS/icsfs/Incomplete_Form_Final.pdf?target=1d2b6759-fa6e-4a79-9699-4e21e9408412
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ANNUAL FACULTY EVALUATIONS 
The DON follows the same faculty evaluations and promotions and tenure policies as the other schools 

or departments at Berry College (BC).  The tenure-eligible faculty apply for tenure in their sixth year and have 

voting rights for the Charter School Advisory Committee. 

BC faculty policies re equally applied across campus while allowing individual disiplines to build their 

expectations based on their professional areas’ uniqueness and strengths.  Consistent with BC, expectations for 

scholarship and service for tenure-track and tenured faculty differ from clinical faculty within the DON. 

Therefore, expected faculty performance for both tenure-track and clinical faculty are delineated in the Division 

of Nursing Annual Evaluation Guidelines Rubrics,. The DON has served as leaders on the BC campus as we 

have asked important questions concerning differences in evaluation of tenure-track faculty and clinical faculty.  

In 2017-2018, the clinical faculty were evaluated with the same guideline rubric as the tenure-track faculty.  

Clinical faculty’s voice was heard and questions on procedure for promotion of clinical faculty were asked of 

the Promotion and Tenure (P and T) committee of BC.  The BC policy was amended to include specific 

guidance and clarity for clinical faculty.  The P and T committee continues to work on specifics of the 

procedure for promotion of clinical faculty.  In May of 2019, a clinical track faculty meeting was held by the P 

and T committee clarifying procedures for clinical faculty promotion.  In April of 2019, the BC P and T 

committee proposed to adopt electronic promotion and tenure dossiers and a template for departmental use was 

presented for detailing guidelines for P and T for each department.  BC faculty assembly approved the 

electronic dossier. 

Berry College evaluates the effectiveness of all faculty on a yearly basis using the BC Faculty Annual 

Report template distributed by the Provost’s office (seen below).  The template mimics the evaluation rubric 

and the evaluation cycle, which is June 1 to May 31, and begins with faculty submitting their self-evaluation to 

the chair/director by August.  The chair/director of each division then creates the evaluation and sends to the 

Dean.  The self-evaluation is organized in the following categories: Teaching, Advising and Student Mentoring; 

Professional Development and Scholarship; and College and Professional Service.  While reflecting on the past 

year’s accomplishments, faculty members also develop plans and goals for the next twelve months and address 

how the previous year goals were met or not met and specific concerns identified from the previous year.  The 

chair/director of each department then writes the evaluation and sends it to the Dean.  The director of the DON 

meets with the Dean and then with each faculty member to complete the faculty evaluation and review process.  

 

Clinical Faculty: A small number of full-time BC faculty may hold clinical appointments as teaching faculty at 

the rank of clinical assistant professor, clinical associate professor, or clinical professor.  These are limited term 

appointments, typically for three to five years, but eligible for renewal.  Clinical faculty must have the 
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professional qualifications appropriate for a full-time faculty position and must maintain the normal licensure or 

professional qualifications required for clinical practice or supervision.  Clinical faculty will engage in a range 

of teaching and clinical activities and where applicable will engage in appropriate service to the college given 

their clinical responsibilities.  Salaried clinical faculty members will enjoy participation in the academic life of 

the College with expectations of engagement and service, including the right to be elected and/or appointed to 

most Berry College Faculty and Staff Handbook Last Updated 09.28.18 6 councils and committees as voting 

members.  Exceptions include committees that consider promotion and tenure faculty and committees that 

require tenure for membership.  Clinical faculty are eligible for promotion, but not for tenure.  At the time of 

appointment, each clinical faculty will be provided with a Memorandum of Understanding that details the 

expectations associated with their position in the areas of teaching, service and professional development. 
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Annual Evaluation Guidelines 
Division of Nursing – Tenured/ Tenure Track Faculty 

 
Contributing measures Examples of outcomes considered to be at a 

performance level  
 BELOW  

expectations 

Examples of outcomes considered to be at a 
performance level  

 AT  
expectations 

Examples of outcomes considered to be at a 
performance level  

 ABOVE  
expectations 

Engagement of 
Students 

 

i. Evidence suggests students are regularly 
disengaged from the class. 
ii. Evidence suggests the course consistently 
covers material at a rate, level, and/or depth 
that is not appropriate for the expected 
preparation of an average student in the class. 
iii. Evidence that the student learning 
outcomes listed on the course’s syllabus are 
not adequately addressed or met. 
iv. Faculty member consistently seeks out or 
requests teaching responsibilities that involve 
less effort, or routinely and without 
justification serves considerably fewer 
students per academic year than Divisional 
peers (after adjustment for any approved 
course releases). 
v.  Faculty member is late to, cancels, or is 
absent from an unreasonable number of classes 
such that it is detrimental to the quality of the 
course. 

i. Evidence (e.g., classroom observations, student 
evaluations, etc.) suggests students are interested 
and learning. 
ii. Evidence (e.g., classroom observations, 
student evaluations, syllabus review, etc.) 
suggests the instructor presents material at an 
appropriate rate, level, and/or depth relative to 
the expected preparation of an average student in 
the class. 
iii. Faculty member ensures that the student 
learning outcomes listed on the course’s syllabus 
are adequately addressed and met. 
iv. Faculty member on average serves combined 
numbers of students per academic year similar to 
other faculty members in the Division, and/or 
maintains a similar level of required course 
preparation and evaluation (after adjustment for 
any approved course releases). 

i. Evidence suggests student 
learning/engagement that is significantly 
above expectations. 
 

Support of Student 
Learning 

 

i. The faculty member is seldom accessible 
during posted office hours and/or expends 
little or no effort to meet with students when 
needed. 
ii. Faculty member is unusually or overly rigid 
in their unwillingness to accommodate 
students with special needs/circumstances 
according to typical Division standards. 

i. Office hours are maintained and faculty 
member is routinely present (with reasonable 
exceptions for schedule conflicts). 
ii. Student evaluations suggest faculty member is 
willing to meet with them when needed (within 
reason). 
iii. Faculty member is willing to accommodate 
student needs (within reason). 

i. Provides student learning support above and 
beyond the expected (e.g., review sessions 
outside of class, etc.). 
ii. Is attentive to and encourages student 
learning outside of the course and/or 
classroom.  
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Course Design/ 
Improvement 

 

i. Little or no evidence of attempts at 
updating/improvement of a course even where 
it is warranted.  
ii. Little or no evidence of response of 
instructor to student feedback. 

i. Courses previously taught are reviewed and 
revised as appropriate. 
 

i. A new course is developed based on student 
needs and program interests. 
 

Effective Student 
Advising 

i. Faculty member is resistant to accepting 
additional advisees. 
ii. Evidence suggests that the faculty member 
is often not present for student advising, 
regularly misses scheduled meeting times, or is 
unwilling to arrange agreeable times for 
advising. 
iii. Faculty member routinely offers poor 
advice to students, or is not particularly 
knowledgeable and does not seek 
improvement.   

i. Faculty member makes themselves available 
for consultation with advisees. 
ii. Faculty member is generally knowledgeable 
and helps students make wise academic 
decisions. 

i. Faculty member provides advising efforts 
well above what is typically expected (e.g., 
advisee social events, going above and beyond 
to help advisees with problems, etc.). 
ii. Faculty member is recognized by peers as a 
“go-to” person for advising advice. 

Students are Engaged in 
Tenure-Track/Tenured 

Faculty Member’s 
Research or Projects 

(where expected) 

i. Faculty member is reluctant to supervise 
student researchers when appropriate.  
ii. Faculty member does not provide positive, 
effective mentorship, and/or adequate 
supervision (especially with regards to student 
safety). 

i. Involves students in research if such 
participation is typical of other Division faculty, 
project is amenable, and students request 
participation. 
ii. Faculty member provides positive and 
effective mentorship.  
 

i. Faculty member effectively supervises a 
number of student projects or researchers well 
above the Division average. 
ii. Faculty member provides student 
researchers experiences/ or project 
opportunities well above what is typically 
expected 
(e.g., sends and/or accompanies student to 
present research or projects at conferences, 
student researcher name(s) are present on 
peer-reviewed publications, etc.). 
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Professional Development / Scholarship❊ 
 

 
 

Contributing measures 

 
Examples of outcomes considered to be at a 

performance level  
 BELOW  

expectations 

 
Examples of outcomes considered to be at a 

performance level  
 AT  

expectations 

 
Examples of outcomes considered to be at a 

performance level  
 ABOVE  

expectations 

Scholarship/Research in 
the Faculty Member’s 
Field is Published in 
Appropriate Peer-
Reviewed Outlets 

i. Consistent less-than-expected rates of 
publication, or obvious disinterest in 
participation in productive research activities. 
ii. Insufficient indication of engagement with 
one’s scholarly discipline. 
 

i. Publications in peer-reviewed journals of 
acceptable quality, or (in some circumstances)  
ii. Peer-reviewed professional presentations at 
national/regional levels. 
 
 
 

i. Consistent greater-than-expected rates of 
publication in peer-reviewed journals of 
acceptable quality and including first 
authorship. 
ii. Submits independent and/or collaborative 
research proposals leading to conduction of 
research. 
iii. Publication of book/textbook by a 
recognized publishing company.  
 

Scholarship/ Research is 
Published and/or 

Presented via Other 
Venues 

 i. Publications in non-peer-reviewed 
conference proceedings/ journals/ newsletters/ 
bulletins, etc. 
ii. “Self-published” scientific 
book/textbook/lab manuals 
iii.  Faculty member presents research at 
professional conference(s)  
iv.  Publication of conference abstracts 
v. Faculty member provides seminars/research 
talks at other institutions upon invitation. 

 

Scholarship/Research is 
Supported by Grants (if 

necessary) 

i. Faculty member does not attempt to seek 
needed funds from any source to support 
research efforts even though requested to do 
so by Division Chair. 

i. Faculty member seeks needed funds to 
support research efforts where appropriate 
(e.g., from the Berry College Faculty 
Development program). 
 

i. Faculty member successfully obtains 
significant external support for research 
efforts. 
ii. Faculty member writes a significant 
external grant of high quality and with a 
reasonable chance of funding success. 
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Service❊ 
 

 
 
 

Contributing measures 

 
of outcomes considered to be at a 

performance level  
 BELOW  

expectations 

 
Examples of outcomes considered to be at a 

performance level  
 AT  

expectations 

 
Examples of outcomes considered to be at a 

performance level  
 ABOVE  

expectations 

Service on Committees 

i. Consistently serves on fewer than the 
expected number of committees and displays 
a general disinclination to serve. 
ii. Typically does not engage with the rest of 
the Division at levels expected by other 
faculty members in that Division. 
iii. Indications that faculty member is 
generally non-participatory or unproductive 
on committees. 

i. Serves on 1-3 active College, and/or Division 
committees per year. 
ii. Service efforts are participatory and 
productive. 

i. Frequently serves on and/or chairs major 
college committees. 
ii. Chairs a time intensive ad hoc committee 
of faculty assembly/ planning council/ etc., 
or chairs a special time intensive College, 
School, or Division committee/initiative. 

Engagement with the 
Berry Community 

i. Generally unwilling to volunteer at events 
with sufficient frequency, or exhibits little or 
no interest in participating in special events 
for students and/or faculty. 

i. Volunteers for events requiring faculty 
participation such as admission events, 
Scholarship Day, exit exams, etc.  
ii. Attendance at Berry community events (that 
are not part of expectations due to a position) 
such as evening lectures, faculty assembly, 
athletic events, etc. to a reasonable extent. 
iii. Serves as a club advisor, sports team 
liaison, or similar. 
iv.  Organizes Divisional/School events. 

i. Provides extraordinary involvement and 
service to the Berry community. 
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Professional Service 

 i. Active membership in a professional 
organization/chapter. 
ii. Reviews journal manuscripts, textbooks, or 
textbook chapters for peers. 
ii. Engages in common professional service 
opportunities (e.g., chairing conference 
sessions, coordinating academic contests, etc.). 
 

i. Serves as an active editorial board 
member. 
ii. Serves on one or more time-intensive 
professional committees. 
iii. Engages in other professional service 
opportunities requiring significant time and 
effort (e.g., coordinating conferences, 
grading professional exams, etc.). 
iv. Engages in special community outreach 
activities that promote the profession well 
above that expected. 

 
The contributing measures and examples of outcomes provided in this document are not exhaustive.  Assessment of the outcomes is most meaningful 
when considered as patterns over a three-year period.  Questions concerning these measures and outcomes, or measures/outcomes not explicitly 
stated, should be directed to the Division Director. 
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Annual Evaluation Guidelines 

Division of Nursing – Clinical Faculty 
Teaching* 

Contributing 
measures 

Examples of outcomes considered to be at 
a performance level 

BELOW 
expectations 

Examples of outcomes considered to be at a 
performance level 

AT 
expectations 

Examples of outcomes considered to be at a 
performance level 

ABOVE 
expectations 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Engagement of 
Students 

i. Evidence suggests students are 
regularly disengaged from the class. 
ii. Evidence suggests the course 
consistently covers material at a rate, 
level, and/or depth that is not 
appropriate for the expected 
preparation of an average student in 
the class. 
iii. Evidence that the student learning 
outcomes listed on the course’s 
syllabus are not adequately addressed 
or met. 
iv. Faculty member consistently seeks 
out or requests teaching 
responsibilities that involve less effort, 
or routinely and without justification 
serves considerably fewer students per 
academic year than Divisional peers 
(after adjustment for any approved 
course releases). 
v. Faculty member is late to, cancels, 
or is absent from an  

 
 
vi. unreasonable number of classes 
such that it is 
detrimental to the quality of the course. 

i. Evidence (e.g., classroom 
observations, student evaluations, etc.) 
suggests students are interested and 
learning. 
ii. Evidence (e.g., classroom 
observations, student evaluations, 
syllabus review, etc.) suggests the 
instructor presents material at an 
appropriate rate, level, and/or depth 
relative to the expected preparation of an 
average student in the class. 
iii. Faculty member ensures that the 
student learning outcomes listed on the 
course’s syllabus are adequately 
addressed and met. 
iv. Faculty member on average serves 
combined numbers of students per 
academic year similar to other faculty 
members in the Division, and/or 
maintains a similar level of required 
course preparation and evaluation (after 
adjustment for any approved course 
releases). 

i. Evidence suggests student 
learning/engagement that is 
significantly above expectations. 

 
ii. Evidence (e.g., classroom 
observations, student evaluations, 
syllabus review, etc.) suggests the 
instructor presents material at an 
exceptional rate, level, and/or depth 
relative to the expected preparation of an 
average student in the class. 
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Support of 
Student Learning 

i. The faculty member is seldom 
accessible during posted office hours 
and/or expends little or no effort to 
meet with students when needed. 
 
ii. Faculty member is unusually or 
overly rigid in their unwillingness to 
accommodate students with special 
needs/circumstances according to 
typical Division standards. 

i. Office hours are maintained and faculty 
member is routinely present (with 
reasonable exceptions for schedule 
conflicts). 
 
ii.Student evaluations suggest faculty 
member is willing to meet with them 
when needed (within reason). 
 

 iii. Faculty member is willing to 
accommodate student needs (within 
reason). 

i. Provides student learning support 
above and beyond the expected (e.g., 
review sessions outside of class, 
mentoring an EBP or Honor’s student 
etc.). 
 
ii. Is attentive to and encourages student 
learning outside of the course and/or 
classroom. 

 
Course Design/ 
Improvement 

i. Little or no evidence of attempts at 
updating/improvement of a course 
even where it is warranted. 
 
ii. Little or no evidence of response 
of instructor to student feedback. 

i. Courses previously taught are reviewed 
and revised as appropriate. 

 

i. A new course is developed based on 
student needs and program interests. 

 
 

Effective Student 
Advising 

i. Faculty member is resistant to 
accepting additional advisees. 
ii. Evidence suggests that the faculty 
member is often not present for student 
advising, regularly misses scheduled 
meeting times, or is unwilling to 
arrange agreeable times for advising. 
iii. Faculty member routinely offers 
poor advice to students, or is not 

particularly knowledgeable and does 
not seek improvement. 

i. Faculty member makes themselves 
available for consultation with advisees. 
Faculty member is generally 
knowledgeable and helps students make 
wise academic decisions. 

i. Faculty member provides advising 
efforts well above what is typically 
expected (e.g., advisee social events, 
going above and beyond to help 
advisees with problems, etc.). 
Faculty member is recognized by peers 
as a “go-to” person for advising advice. 
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Professional Development/Scholarship* 
 

Contributing 
measures 

Examples of outcomes considered to be at a 
performance level 

BELOW 
expectations 

Examples of outcomes considered to be at a 
performance level 

AT 
expectations 

Examples of outcomes considered to be at a 
performance level 

ABOVE 
expectations 

Scholarship/Research 
in the Faculty 

Member’s Field is 
Presented in 

  Clinical Track: 
i. Disseminates findings through 
presentations at state/regional/national 
levels 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Appropriate Peer- 
Reviewed Outlets 

  ii. Publications in peer-reviewed 
journals of acceptable quality. 
iii. Presentations at 
national/regional levels. 
iv. Published book chapters in a 
recognized publishing company 
v. Collaboratively plans, 
implements, and/or evaluates 
evidence-based scholarly activities 
in a clinical setting or that support 
scholarly inquiry related to 
teaching and/or clinical expertise. 
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Scholarship/ Research 

is Published and/or 
Presented via 
Other Venues 

  i. Research is published or presented 
via venues other than peer-reviewed 
outlets 

 

Service❊ 
 

Contributing 
measures 

Examples of outcomes considered to be at a 
performance level 

BELOW 
expectations 

Examples of outcomes considered to be at a 
performance level 

AT 
expectations 

Examples of outcomes considered to be at a 
performance level 

ABOVE 
expectations 

 
 
 
 

Service on 
Committees 

i. Consistently serves on fewer than the 
expected number of DON or College 
committees and displays a general 
disinclination to serve. 
ii. Typically does not engage with the 
rest of the Division at levels expected 
by other faculty members in that 
Division. 
iii. Indications that faculty member is 
generally non-participatory or 
unproductive on committees. 

i. Serves on 1-3 active College, and/or 
Division committees per year. 
ii. Service efforts are participatory and 
productive. 

i. Frequently serves and takes 
leadership roles on Division of 
Nursing and college committees. 
ii. Chairs a time intensive ad hoc 
committee of faculty assembly/ 
planning council/ etc., or chairs a 
special time intensive College, 
School, or Division 
committee/initiative. 
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Engagement with the 
Berry Community 

i. Generally unwilling to volunteer at 
events with sufficient frequency, or 
exhibits little or no interest in 
participating in special events for 
students and/or faculty. 

i. Volunteers for events requiring faculty 
participation such as admission events, 
Scholarship Day, exit exams, etc. 
ii. Attendance at Berry community 
events (that are not part of expectations 
due to a position) such as evening 
lectures, faculty assembly, athletic 
events, etc. to a reasonable extent. 
iii. Serves as a club advisor, sports team 
liaison, or similar. This would be exceeds 
in my opinion, this is time- intensive 
Organizes 1-2 Divisional/School 
events. 

i. Provides extraordinary involvement 
and service to the Berry community. 
 
ii. Organizes a major event 
involving DON faculty and/or 
students 

 
 
 
 
 

Professional 
Service 

 i. Active membership in a professional 
organization/chapter. 
ii. Reviews journal manuscripts, 
textbooks, or textbook chapters for 
peers. 
ii. Engages in common professional 
service opportunities (e.g., chairing 
conference sessions, coordinating 
academic contests, etc.). 
Maintains professional licensure and 
any acknowledged certifications. 

i. Serves as an active editorial board 
member. 
ii. Serves on one or more time- 
intensive professional committees. 
iii. Engages in other professional 
service opportunities requiring 
significant time and effort (e.g., 
coordinating conferences, grading 
professional exams, etc.). 
Engages in special community 
outreach activities that promote 
the profession well above that 
expected. 

❊ The contributing measures and examples of outcomes provided in this document are not exhaustive. Assessment of the outcomes is most meaningful when 
considered as patterns over a three-year period. Questions concerning these measures and outcomes, or measures/outcomes not explicitly stated, should be 
directed to the Division Director. 
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Annual Faculty Evaluation—Biographical Sheet 

Faculty Name:          

School:  

Department:  

Highest Degree Earned:    Date Earned: 

Appointment Year:     Appointment Rank: 

Present Rank:      

Year of First Promotion:       Year of Second Promotion: 

Total Years at Berry:     Years in Present Rank: 

Tenured: YES       NO       N/A 

 

If tenured, data of last triennial review:  
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Faculty Narrative Report 
Due to Department Chair—Beginning of Fall Semester 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Please limit your narrative report to 4 pages or less. 

Part I: Teaching and Support of Students 
Section A: Support of Student Learning.   
Discuss how students have responded to your work in the classroom as well as your efforts to support them. 
Maybe consider how your role as a teacher helped students to achieve a course’s outcomes; how the design of 
your courses including readings, assignments, and other activities fostered students’ mastery of the material; 
how you engaged students in research or how you used your research program as a mechanism for student 
learning; and possibly other examples of your efforts to support students.   
 
Section B: Course Development/Improvement  

Consider new courses developed or improvements made to existing courses. If a course is new, what was the 
impetus for its development? How does it add to your major curriculum or general education? For existing 
courses, what prompted you to make improvements? What changes will you make (are you making) in your 
instructional methods? What changes will you make (are you making) in your course content? 
 
Section C: Advising and Student Mentoring 

Faculty advise and mentor students in a variety of contexts such as work, research, BCC, as a club advisor, or 
traditional advising.  Discuss your work as an advisor and provide examples of how you helped to foster 
students’ professional and personal development. Also highlight ways you feel you’ve mentored students, 
which may go beyond the typical role of the academic advisor (e.g., mentoring students through research, 
sponsored programs/clubs, etc.).  
 
Section D: Strengths and/or Weaknesses 

Discuss areas of strength and weakness in teaching, advising and mentoring and your plans for addressing any 
weaknesses. These include your own assessment as well as feedback offered from students through course 
evaluations, feedback from chairs on previous evaluations, etc. If you had particular goals you planned to 
achieve during this reporting period and you feel you did not meet those goals, explain why you feel you were 
unable to meet those goals.  

Part II: Professional Development and Scholarship 

Section A: Scholarly Achievements in Peer-Reviewed Outlets 

Discuss work published or performed in peer-reviewed outlets. When possible, provide some information about 
the impact of the work and the quality of the press or journal. Though you should emphasize work done during 
this reporting period (for untenured faculty), it is important to synthesize your work over the past few years and 
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explain how your current projects extend and builds upon your program of scholarly activity.  If student work 
has been crucial to your research, please discuss that as well.  
 
Section B: Scholarly Achievements in Non-Peer Reviewed Outlets 

Often faculty members contribute to non-peer reviewed publication and performance outlets. Work of this 
nature is important and allows faculty to inform public opinion by writing op-ed pieces, writing book reviews, 
making conference presentations, participating in radio programs, giving invited lectures, etc. Discuss work you 
performed, being sure to emphasize its significance and how your specific scholarly expertise contributed to it.  
 

Section C:  Strengths and Weaknesses in Scholarly Work 

Discuss the areas of strength and weakness in research and/or creative work. These include your own 
assessment as well as feedback offered from your department chair based on previous evaluations, feedback 
from your director or division head, and if available feedback from award and grant committees, etc. 
 

Part III: College and Professional Service 

Section A: Service to the department, school, and/or college  

Summarize your service at the department, school, and college-wide level. Report work on specific school or 
department initiatives such as curricular development, accrediting procedures (if applicable), arranging 
conferences or outside speakers, and so forth. For service on college-wide committees, councils, task forces, or 
ad hoc committees, it is particularly important to highlight the work accomplished and your role and 
responsibilities.  
 
Section B: Faculty Service to the profession.  

Summarize your major professional service including conference preparation, arranging outside speakers, 
uncompensated consulting for business, community, or service agencies, editorial work, reviewing for journals 
or presses, etc. 
 
Section C: Faculty Engagement with the Campus Community.  

Outside of their typical service responsibilities, faculty members contribute to the vibrancy of the campus 
community through their participation and attendance at a variety of campus events. Please briefly summarize 
the ways you feel you have been an active participant in the campus community (e.g., participating at 
recruitment events, serving as a club advisor, helping to organize outreach programs, etc.).  
 
Section D:  Strengths and Weaknesses in Service 

Discuss the areas of strength and weakness in your department, school, or college-wide service. These include 
your own assessment as well as feedback offered from your department chair based on previous evaluations, 
feedback from your director or division head, etc. 
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Part IV. Plans and Goals for the Next Reporting Period 

Use this section to articulate your goals for the next reporting period.  
 
Tenure-track professors, Clinical Assistant professors, and Lecturers: Consider work to be accomplished in 
the next academic year. List goals for the coming year and your plans for accomplishing them.  
 
Tenured Faculty: Consider the goals and plans over the next three years that you want to discuss with your 
department chair. In the areas of teaching, scholarship, and service, are there specific projects/initiatives that 
you hope to accomplish? How will you allocate/balance your work in the three areas during the next three 
years? Maybe consider within an area (e.g., scholarship) that you have a particular professional development 
goal that you want to focus on. Describe those goals and explain how you plan to achieve them.  
 
 
           

Signature of Faculty Member          Date 

 

           

Acknowledgment, Department Chair  Date 

 

           

Acknowledgement, School Dean  Date 
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Faculty Evaluation—Summative Form 
Due to Department Chair—Beginning of Fall Semester 

Reporting Period: August 1st to July 31s 
Faculty Name: 
Department:  
 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Part I - Executive Summary 
 

Provide a one paragraph summary of your major accomplishments for this reporting period.   
 
 
 
 
 
 

Part II - Courses Taught 
 

Please list the courses taught during the last academic year. For each course, please give the enrollment, identify 
if it was a new preparation, and denote if it was a writing-intensive course or was cross-listed with the honors 
program.  
 
Fall Semester  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Spring Semester 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Summer / Maymester (if applicable) 
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Part III - Advising & Student Mentoring 

 
A. Number of Advisees:      Fall:      Spring: 
 
 
 
B. List the ways you have mentored students this past year that go beyond the typical role of the academic 
advisor (e.g., mentoring students through research publications/presentations, successful grant or fellowship 
applications, club advisor, etc.).  
 
 

Part IV - Scholarly and Professional Activity 
 

A. List scholarly work published or performed in peer-reviewed outlets over the last three years [this reporting 
period plus the previous two years] (e.g., Books, book chapters, scholarly articles, published creative work, or 
creative work exhibited or performed). 
 
 
 
 
 
B. List scholarly work published or performed in non-peer-reviewed outlets over the last three years (e.g., 
conference presentations, op-ed articles, book reviews invited talks, etc.). 
 
 
 
 
C. List any grants, fellowships, awards, and contracts received or any faculty development activities 
participated in over the last three years. 
 
 
 
 

Part V - College, School, Department and Professional Service 
 

A. List membership on standing college, school, and department committees. 
 
  
 
 
 
B. List your major professional service including conference preparation, uncompensated consulting for 
business, community, or service agencies, arranging outside speakers, editorial work, reviewing for journals or 
presses, etc. 
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C. List other activities you performed in support of your department and/or the college community such as 
recruitment events (decision berry), serving as a club advisor, helping to organize outreach programs, etc.  
 

Part VI -  General Reflection 
 

Use this space to react or to respond to any concerns you may have about your teaching, scholarly work, or 
service. For faculty in between triennial reviews, this is a good place to respond to student comments on 
teaching evaluations, previous chair evaluations, or changes to your long-term plans and goals. (Please limit this 
section to 300 words or less.)  
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STUDENT COURSE EVALUATIONS 

Standard Course Evaluations 

 Course evaluations are taken in the last few weeks of each course. Students are given the opportunity to rate 

the course, the instructors of the course, and give strengths and recommendations for course improvement.  

The following questions are asked on the Standard Course Evaluation:  

 

Part I: 
 

1. The graded work in this course (e.g., exams and papers) was consistent with the content of the course 

that was presented (e.g., textbooks, in-class activities, and lectures).  

2. Overall this was a valuable course.  

Part II: 
 

1. To what extent do you feel that you made significant gains in your understanding of the concepts 

explored in this class?  

2. To what extent did you make significant gains in your intellectual development? This might include 

critically reading, critically thinking about issues raised in class, identifying patterns in data, writing 

documents, lab skills, or working with others.  

3. As best you can, please estimate the average number of hours per week that you spent doing work for 

this class outside the classroom. This would include reading, studying, writing, or any other activity 

relevant to the class.  

4. Please describe the strengths of this course and the instructor(s). Try to be specific and give examples 

(e.g., textbook and other course materials, classroom activities, evaluations). 

5. What recommendations would you suggest for improving this course and/or instruction?   
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Standard Instructor Evaluations  

  
The following questions are asked on the Standard Instructor Evaluation:  
 
Part I: 
 

1. My instructor was concerned about the students’ success in this course.  

2. My instructor tended to be well prepared for each class meeting. 

3. My instructor encouraged student participation (e.g., questions and discussion) in this course.  

4. My instructor was typically clear in her or his presentation of the course material.  

5. My instructor was typically available to consult with me outside the classroom. 

6. Overall, my instructor did a good job teaching this course. 

Part II: 
 

1. How often did you receive feedback on your work from this instructor? 

2. To what extent did you find the feedback that you received from your instructor helpful as you worked 

to master the course material? 

 The faculty member is asked to use the Standard Course Evaluation criteria to complete the end of semester 

course report. The course report template follows. This course evaluation information is then used to create the 

curriculum committee course evaluation form at the end of each semester.   
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Berry College 
Division of Nursing 

End of the Semester Course Report 
Course:    
Semester/Year:              
          
Enrolled:         Total Enrolled:     Total Drop/Withdrew:       
     
Final Course Grades    A’s =     
    B’s =    
    C’s =   
    D’s =    
Faculty Comments:  
 

 
Please describe the changes made to this course based on previous course evaluations and input. 

 

 

Please describe the result of the change.  
 
 

Student Comments: Scale from 1-5 with 5 being the High Score what was the Mean of the following 
questions: 

1. (Q9) The graded work in the course is consistent with the content of the course:  

2. (Q10) Course Value: _______ 

3. (Q11) Feeling that significant Gains were made: _______ 

4. (Q12) To what extent were gains made: ______ 

5.  (Q13) Average number of hours per week spent outside course: ______ 

Student Comments: Please give a summary of students’ responses for the next two questions   
 

6. (Q14) Strengths of the Course and the Instructors:   

7. (Q 15) Recommendations for improvement in course and instructors:  

8. Final Summary 
 

What are the plans for this course in the future?    
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Teaching Team Members: 

CLINICAL AGENCY EVALUATIONS 

Agency Evaluation of Students 

Please take a few minutes to provide the Division of Nursing at Berry College with your input about our 

students’ experiences at your institution.  The feedback will be used for course improvements. 

 

Use the following scale:     1 = Strongly Disagree     2 = Disagree     3 = Agree     4 = Strongly Agree 

 

1. I was aware of the objectives of the clinical experience. 4 3 2 1 

2. I was aware of the expected level of performance of the students. 4 3 2 1 

3. The students were oriented to the unit. 4 3 2 1 

4. The students were able to complete care for their client assignment. 4 3 2 1 

5. The students communicated in a professional manner. 4 3 2 1 

6. The students were accountable for their practice. 4 3 2 1 

7. The students demonstrated caring for their client. 4 3 2 1 

8. The students functioned as an integrated member of the health team. 4 3 2 1 

9. What was the best part of this experience with students? 

 

10. What could be improved? 

 

11. What additional information would be helpful to have about the clinical experience? 
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Student Evaluation of Agency 

Please evaluate your clinical site for this semester. Answer each statement by circling the number,            

which most accurately reflects your clinical experience. 

Use the following scale:  1 = Strongly Disagree     2 = Disagree     3 = Agree     4 = Strongly Agree 

1. The clinical site provided adequate opportunities for my growth professionally. 4 3 2 1 

2. The clinical site had resources to support the learning experience. 4 3 2 1 

3. The clinical site had procedure and protocol manuals, educational materials, and 
personnel to adequately support the learning. 4 3 2 1 

4. The staff was sensitive to my need for guidance. 4 3 2 1 

5. I was stimulated by the staff to confront new problems and situations. 4 3 2 1 

6. Clients were variable in age, diagnoses, and numbers. 4 3 2 1 

7. The philosophy of the personnel was directed toward quality care, health promotion, 
and disease prevention. 4 3 2 1 

8. Opportunities were readily available for my participation in the management of care 
for clients. 4 3 2 1 

9. I would recommend this clinical site to my peers. 4 3 2 1 
10. My overall evaluation of this clinical site is: (indicate below) 

Excellent (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Would not recommend in the future (1). 4 3 2 1 

Comments: 
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Strategies to Improve End of the Semester Evaluations 
 
Students are sent several reminders/instructions on how to access the evaluations. 
 
We have all experienced a decline in the response rate (not just at Berry but nationally) and I'd like to offer a 

few strategies taken from the Idea Center on how to bolster online evaluation response rates.  I encourage you to 

consider some of these practices if they fit your course. 

Strategy #1  
Communication from Instructors to Students: This is the single most important factor to facilitate good response 

rates. If instructors encourage student feedback, students will be more inclined to participate. You should ask 

your students to participate and let them know we value the constructive feedback they provide. Have you 

asked your students to complete the evaluations?  You might remind them twice this week. 

Strategy #2  
Student Confidentiality: Students need to be reassured that their responses are confidential. When their 

responses are downloaded for processing, no identifying information is associated with the responses. 

Confidentiality is a concern for students who worry about reprisals for poor reviews, so assurances of the 

confidentiality of the system may help them be more comfortable with responding. We cannot offer prizes to 

students who completed the evaluations because they are truly confidential. 

Strategy #3 
Class Time: Emulating the “captive audience” nature of in-class paper ratings can be helpful when possible. 

This is most easily achieved on campuses where students have laptops. Also consider scheduling computer lab 

time or using part of a chat-room lecture/discussion period for survey completion.  The survey will work on 

several mobile devices including iPads. 

Strategy #4 
Extra Credit—some faculty are able to motivate students to complete the survey by promising if the class 

reaches a certain percentage participation goal everyone will receive a small amount of extra credit on XX 

assignment. This strategy may not be right for everyone but it has been found to be extraordinarily effective 

when used. 

Strategy #5 
Acknowledging/Rewarding High Response Rates: It is often helpful to “publicly” acknowledge those faculty 

and/or departments with good response rates. Some campuses offer rewards to departments that achieve a target 

response rate to add a bit of “healthy competition” and accountability to the process. 
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ROLE DESCRIPTIONS 

Faculty Role Description 

Specific Activities of the Nursing Faculty Role  
1. Prepare for assigned teaching activities, such as lecture preparation, simulation laboratory instructor, test 

construction, paper grading, clinical evaluations, and course evaluations. 

2. Attend and participate in all course meetings called by the course team leader. 

3. Document and communicate any student weakness to the course team and director. 

4. Construct student remediation plans as needed. 

5. Collect all student clinical evaluation (CET) at the end of each semester and submit to Division of 

Nursing Secretary for filing. 

6. Each semester: 

a. Conduct a meeting with the assigned clinical agency before student clinical labs begin each 
semester or rotation. 

b. Plan a student orientation. 
c. Identify space for pre & post conferences. 
d. Communicate dates and times of clinical experience to students. 
e. Provide student names, rotation schedules, and clinical objectives to the clinical agency. 
f. Obtain clinical agency and student clinical evaluations, share with the director and submit to the 

division secretary for collation and filing.  
7. Record assignments, grades, and class attendance for the first two weeks in Viking Web. 

8. Provide a copy of the final grade report to the Division Director. 

9. Submit course evaluation reports for every course at the end of the semester.  

10. Conduct student advisement and provide registration assistance as needed. 

11. Participate in Division of Nursing and College meetings. 

12. Adhere to all College and Division of Nursing faculty policies as outlined in both the College and 

Division faculty handbooks.  

13. Participate in College and DON committees.  

14. Generate reports specified in the DON Continuous Quality Assessment and Implementation Plan. 

(CQAIP) 

15. Participate in College and DON special events such as graduation, special speakers’ engagements, field 

trips, and community service projects.  

16. Submit Annual Self-Evaluations and self-improvement plans yearly. 
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17. Participate in program evaluations and data gathering in support of the CCNE accreditation and Georgia 

Board of Nursing approval.  

18. Maintain current, unrestricted licensure with the Georgia Board of Nursing as a registered nurse or 
advanced practice nurse (if applicable).  

Director Role Description 

Qualifications: 

1. Doctorate or equivalent terminal degree with at least one graduate degree in Nursing. 

2. Record of teaching and service appropriate to the rank of a tenure track professor. 

3. Administrative and/or teaching experience in an accredited higher education nursing program to include 

experience in teaching and learning principles and curriculum development and administration. 

4. Experience including budget development, strategic planning, goal-setting, faculty/staff evaluation, new 

program development.  

5. Commitment to teaching and service that is consistent with the College’s priorities for the Division and 

the mission of the College. 

6. History of demonstrating a collaborative administrative style of leadership, building a culture of trust 

and confidence with faculty, staff, students, and administrators. 

7. Demonstrated ability to develop an environment that supports faculty success. 

8. Commitment to successful outreach with external stakeholders. 

9. Knowledge of accreditation process and knowledge of trends and issues challenging higher education. 

10. Experience with current use of technology in nursing education including simulators, web-enhanced 

instruction or other online-teaching methods.  

11. Experience with strategic planning and program development. 

12. Effective organizational, interpersonal, and communication skills.  

13. Current knowledge of registered nursing practice and maintain an active Georgia Registered 

Professional Nurse license. 

14. Successful record of, and commitment to, affirmative action, equality of opportunity, and diversity with 

demonstrated respect and advocacy for faculty, students, and staff. 

Individuals supervised: 

• Full and Adjunct faculty of the Division of Nursing 

• Secretary to the Division of Nursing  

Job summary (As will be listed in handbook): 
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• The Director of the Division of Nursing serves as the academic and administrative leader of the Division 

of Nursing and is the nursing representative in all official nursing communications, and reports to the 

Dean of the Charter School of Education and Human Services.  

 
Job Duties: 

1. Oversee the development and implementation of the nursing curriculum.  

2. Work with faculty to keep the curriculum relevant and current to meet accreditation standards  

3. Provide leadership in the preparation of the annual report and records required by Georgia Board of 

Nursing AACN, and CCNE.  

4. Plans and submits the annual schedule of classes to the registrar.  

5. Ensure Southern Association of Divisions and College (SACS) accreditation standards are met and 

records of compliance are available for review.   

6. Provide leadership in achieving Commission on Collegiate Nursing Education (CCNE) accreditation.  

7. Recruits, retains, and evaluates faculty and staff  

8. Monitors compliance of state regulations  

9. Responsible for operational leadership and strategic planning of the Division of Nursing.  

10. Evaluate the performance of the Division of Nursing.  

11. Implements and develops policies for students and faculty within the Division of Nursing.  

12. Provides initial and ongoing professional development for the faculty members. 

13. Sets the standard for interaction between faculty and students.  

14. Facilitates development of contractual agreements between the Division of Nursing and clinical 

agencies.  

15. Teaches within the undergraduate programs when needed and as administrative duties allow.  

16. Develop and manage yearly budgets.  

17. Ensures clinical contracts are current and renewed yearly. 

18. Ensures clinical placement requests are made. 

19. Assigns capable advisors for all nursing and pre-nursing students by their sophomore year.  

20. Participates and attends all AACN/CCNE meetings, at least once per year. 

21. Participates and attends statewide nursing Deans and Directors meeting twice per year. 

22. Identify new and replacement faculty hires and establish the process for filling available positions.  

23. Mentor all new faculty members. 
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24. Based on annual formative evaluations, advise Dean of Charter School on annual merit raise 

recommendations.  

Division Secretary Role Description 

Qualifications:  
1. High School diploma and 3 to 5 years of office experience (preferably in an academic environment). 

2. Excellent organizational skills.  

3. Proficient with standard office application software, word processing, spreadsheet, database, calendaring 

required.  

4. Excellent written and verbal communication and interpersonal skills.  

5. Ability to think and act independently and handle competing priorities. 

Individuals Supervised:    

• Student Workers  

Job Duties: 
1. Be available for assisting DON visitors, faculty, and students and answering calls 8 hours per day/40 

hours per week maintaining office hours of 8:00am-5pm with 1-hour lunch and 2 (15-minute) breaks. 

2. Pick up and distribute mail/packages for the DON in the late morning or afternoons after mail has been 

received and sorted by the post office.   

3. Maintain an open door policy to meet individuals, families, and the general public.  

4. Provide visitors information pertaining to the nursing program while guiding them on a tour of our 

facilities if the director is unavailable.  

5. Respond to standard questions via telephone or e-mail about the nursing program and refer to as 

appropriate other personnel or departments. 

6. Exercise judgment and initiative in completing tasks within well-defined procedures. 

7. Maintain current student/faculty handbooks, clinical contractual agreements, textbook lists, clinical/class 

schedules, course syllabi and handouts for the DON and archive when necessary. 

8. Type and format accreditation documents and any other important documents for the DON. 

9. Process all required paperwork for newly hired faculty and schedule campus visits and interviews. 

10. Assist faculty in posting course work and resources on the nursing shared drive. 

11. Create detailed spreadsheet of student applicants, demographics, and academic records.  

12. Develop data spreadsheets for program analysis at the direction of the director of nursing. 

13. Format, edit, proofread, and compile correspondence, and announcements. 
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14. Assist the director in monitoring the DON’s budget by maintaining copies of expenditure requests and 

keeping detailed spreadsheets of the budget. 

15. Maintain a spreadsheet of individual faculty travel expenses used to date. 

16. Reconcile monthly credit card account for director review and approval. 

17. Purchase office supplies, simulation lab equipment, and human patient simulators using purchase orders 

as needed by the DON and as the budget allows.  

18. Pick up supplies locally when necessary.  

19. Assist director and faculty by collecting and preparing travel/personal expenses for reimbursements. 

20. Work with DON faculty and director to complete tasks assigned by the DON on a shared document 

located on the ONE DRIVE, a Berry interface. Tasks should be completed by the date assigned.  

21. Liaison with campus technology to maintain the working order of the copy machine and telephones.  

22. Submit all work orders for the DON and follow-up on completion.  

23. Schedule and set up meetings, luncheons, and any other events for the DON.  

24. Provide support to other college departments for special events as needed. 

25. Maintain the classroom and simulation lab calendars for nursing. Reserve classroom space as requested.  

26. Train on new software (Exam Soft) for online testing. Enter exam questions when necessary for faculty 

to use to compile students’ tests.  

27. Maintain textbook list for faculty and college bookstore.  

28. Order all desk copies for faculty.  

29. Maintain contact with local background screening company (currently PSI) and work with them and 

nursing students to ensure requirements are complete.  

30. Validate student health records and verify their completion. 

31. Provide records, if requested, and compliance report to healthcare facilities for clearance of clinical 

participation for students.  

32. Assemble and disseminate information as needed.  

33. Maintain a filing system for student records and budget details.  

34. Process confidential information for both students and faculty as needed.  

35. Schedule meetings, conferences, and travel. 

36. Hire and approve time sheets for student workers in the Student Work Experience Program.  

37. Assign tasks and supervise student workers in the Division of Nursing.  

*Charter School Secretary will maintain the faculty list of academic records, and act as the major source 
providing faculty records for the Provost office.  
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List of Responsibilities: 
1. All new hire/adjunct/re-hire/termination paperwork. Request and gather cover letters, resumes, 

references, transcripts, and application. Send background screening instructions to new hires. 

2. All PARS and Xitrac entries/updates.  

3. Update and post syllabus each semester.  

4. Gather health records and verify background screenings for all students and share with facilities. 

5. Provide copies of student health records to graduates for pre-employment requirements.  

6. Create and update any and all documents.  

7. Process all DON applications for admission, print transcripts for review.  

8. Reserve all classrooms and labs for nursing students. 

9. Reserve all room for events.  

10. Check mail daily and deliver.  

11. Export all test questions from old testing software program, convert files to be imported and the import 

into new testing software. 

12. Create all purchase orders for the department. (includes $1000’s in inventory for sim lab annually) 

13. Corporate credit card reconciliation for myself and Pam Dunagan.  

14. All catering, including ordering and picking up items locally.  

15. Create and update faculty and student handbooks as well as information on the nursing webpage. 

16. Assist all faculty with creating documents, proofreading, printing, and ordering supplies.  

17. Maintain detailed spreadsheet of departmental expenditures. 

18. Compile and format annual reports to Provost.  

19. Create and format faculty evaluations. 

20. Compose adjunct letter with job specifics. 

21. Copy all faculty contracts and file. 

22. Create acceptance, denial, and stand-by letter to students who have applied to the program.  

23. Send correspondence to students with instructions, information, and requests.  

24. Maintain spreadsheet of NCLEX results and graduate’s employment.  

25. Create and review expense reports for all faculty, including Costa Rica trip.  

26. Make reservations for conferences, hotels, flights, etc. 

27. Request and copy passports, copy health records, and gather cultural immersion forms for Costa Rica 

trip and forward to International Programs.  

28. Communicate with vendors and order faculty desk copies. 

29. Create ads for faculty searches.  
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30. Request all maintenance for the department. 

Course Team Leader Role Description 

In addition to meeting the faculty role: 

1. Plan and lead course team meetings when necessary. 

2. Give report of course evaluation and course changes at the end of the semester curriculum committee 

meeting. 

3. Coordinate exams development and administration. 

4. Maintain the course book in collaboration with faculty team members, if any. 

5. Ensure that students have the opportunity to submit faculty and course evaluations at the end of every 

semester. 

6. Coordinate the writing of the course report at the end of every semester, including recommendation for 

revision. 

7. Coordinate the use of appropriate alternative clinical assignments,  

• Teaching projects 
• Clinical case studies 
• Observational field trips 
• Planning or conducting a seminar 
• Attending workshops 
• Simulated lab experience 

Adjunct Faculty Role Description 

1. Prepare for assigned teaching activities, such as lecture preparation, simulation laboratory instructor, test 

construction, paper grading, clinical evaluations, and course evaluations. 

2. Communicate any student weakness to the course team leader. 

3. Construct student remediation plans as needed. 

4. Collect all student clinical evaluation (CET) at the end of each semester and submit to team leader. 

5. At the beginning of each semester: 

a. Conduct a meeting with assigned clinical agency 
b. Plan for student orientation 
c. Identify space for pre & post conferences 
d. Communicate dates and times of clinical experience to students 
e. Provide student names, rotation schedules, and objectives to the agency 
f. Grading student assignments and provide feedback to the students 

6. Participate in team meetings.  

7. Adhere to all College and Division of Nursing faculty policies as outlined in the faculty handbook. 
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Application Process for All Faculty Positions 

For information about the nursing program please visit our site: http://www.berry.edu/business/hr/jobopps/ 

 

NEW FACULTY ORIENTATION 

Summary  

 The faculty, as a whole, has a common goal of educating students.  Both team levels will work with a 

lateral-team approach to reach the goal of recognizing that all content is important in the education of a 

baccalaureate nursing graduate. 

 A team-teaching, versus “turn-taking”, approach will be used in classroom teaching assignments, team 

simulations, medication simulations, and testing. Some activities will require all faculty to be present. 

 Theory of the Quality House Model (Curriculum tab in the Faculty Handbook) and the model’s application 

in the Nursing Process (Curriculum tab in the Faculty Handbook) will be used throughout the curriculum. 

Nursing Process: Steps to Take and Questions to Ask (Faculty Expectations for Clinical Instruction tab in the 

Faculty Handbook) will be used to guide students through the process of planning and implementing care. 

 Active learning strategies will be incorporated throughout the curriculum to include: unfolding case studies, 

simulation, quizzes and activities, Prototype Drug List (NUR 313-Patho/Pharm tab) (see DON Foundations tab 

in Faculty Handbook). 

 The curriculum map includes highlighted concepts that are emphasized by Berry’s program and are threaded 

throughout the curriculum (Curriculum tab). This document serves as a curriculum evaluation tool and requires 

the input of all faculty. Faculty are constantly looking for better ways to teach the concepts as we are striving to 

develop nurses who are cutting edge. 

Student Learning Outcome Assessment: (Review the following) 
• Course Assignments and Grading: exams, quizzes, test reviews, remediation, check-offs 
• CoursePoint resources from Lipponcott at www.thepoint.lww.com  
• Be able to find other publishers/text resources when needed 
• ExamSoft at www.examsoft.com/berrynursing  
• Writing test questions and item analysis 
• ATI testing at www.atitesting.com  

Technology: (Be able to use the following) 
• DocuCare with Lippincott at www.thepoint.lww.com  
• ExamSoft scoring 
• Use of applications as needed 

Clinical Teaching:  

http://www.berry.edu/business/hr/jobopps/
http://www.thepoint.lww.com/
http://www.examsoft.com/berrynursing
http://www.atitesting.com/
http://www.thepoint.lww.com/
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• Engagement is key. Being present and available for students, taking advantage of “teachable 
moments”, using the Quality House model in teaching post conference, and encouraging the 
student to consistently, actively pursue their own education. 

• Review the clinical expectations in the student handbook. Look at the Clinical Evaluation Tool (Faculty 
Expectations for Clinical Instruction tax in the Faculty Handbook) and be able to differentiate 
“satisfactory” (number 3, 4, or 5), or “unsatisfactory” (number 1 or 2) in grading. The clinical comment 
page which is iN addition to the CET must be used for each student who earns a 1 or 2 in clinical 
grading at any time. Also, the comment page can be used to document exceptional student 
behaviors in clinical.  

• Medication Administration:  Students will NOT be permitted to give medications until they have 
successfully completed medication check off lab.  Even then, students MUST be with instructor 
(it is not OK for student to only be with nurse) during administration and must know action, 
route, dosage, side effects, and assessment for each drug given.  No drug cards are necessary for 
each drug given if student understands action, side effects, and assessment for the drug.  During 
semester 1, students WILL NOT be permitted to give IV medications (piggyback, push, etc.). 

• Faculty Expectations for Clinical Instruction (Faculty Expectations for Clinical Instruction tab in 
the Faculty Handbook)  

                  •   Explains grading in detail and refers to the appropriate documents for grading. 

                  •   Each necessary document is located on the shared drive under clinical documents. 
Planned Simulation Teaching Experiences: 

• Standards for Berry Nursing Simulation (Student expectations) (Simulation tab) 
• Assign the student preparation questions 
• Use the Simulation Observation Flow Sheet (Simulation tab) 
• Participate in simulation debriefing 
• All faculty are responsible for stocking and organizing supplies, preparing for simulation, and 

cleaning up after simulation activities. 
• Simulation teaching is encouraged at all times. All above requirements are not necessary for 

impromptu simulated teaching. 
 
Berry’s Philosophy of Teaching and Learning Model (Curriculum tab) 
 

Educators will structure teaching and learning in a way that requires the process illustrated in the “Berry 
Philosophy of Teaching and Learning” Model. The model attempts to minimize the “sage on the stage” 
approach to teaching. 

Lecturing from Power Point is not encouraged as a teaching strategy but may be used to reinforce 
critical content when implementing the teaching-learning philosophy. Teaching should be multi-level, ongoing, 
and progressive. Students should be encouraged to use clinical reasoning during classroom experiences.  
Presentation of any content should be followed by questioning and probing (eg. clicker questions) in an attempt 
to stimulate learners.  Allow the student time to seek the answer without standing up and spilling information 
for students to memorize and regurgitate.  
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Our objective is to engage the student in the learning process in the classroom. The student will be 
expected to establish a knowledge foundation from the assigned readings and activities prior to class. This will 
allow the teacher to implement learning activities that engage the student and reinforce application of the 
knowledge. 

NANDA International Nursing diagnoses will be used in DocuCare (since that is the format).  However, 
the philosophy of Berry Division of Nursing is that teaching diagnoses (specifically) is NOT necessary.  The 
document entitled Nursing Process: Steps to Take and Questions to Ask (Clinical tab) was developed using 
KeithRN resources.  KeithRN asks 8 questions which make nursing students really think of reasons why they 
chose the priority problem (or nursing diagnosis/concern).   The KeithRN webpage links to Why NANDA is 
NoNo video which summarizes the weaknesses of NANDA nursing diagnostic language in the clinical setting 
as a taxonomy for nurse thinking. Clinical reasoning is contrasted as an approach that more effectively captures 
the way a nurse reasons and thinks in the clinical setting. 
 
Faculty Expectations for Clinical Instruction 
 

 Note: The Berry Nursing Program values the independent strengths and experience of our Clinical Faculty. 

The expectations listed below are developed to promote maximum student learning and support the mission and 

philosophy of Berry’s Nursing Program. Your input and suggestions for improvement are welcome and 

encouraged. This document is viewed as a collaborative effort among all clinical faculty. The following 

information is designed to guide your instruction using tools designed to support the curriculum for this 

program. In addition to the following expectations, all clinical faculty are required to adhere to the Faculty 

Handbook. 

Clinical Grading for Faculty Teaching Junior Clinical 

• Clinical faculty are expected to be familiar with and enforce the Clinical Expectations Guidelines for 

Assignments 

• Clinical faculty will assess the following four assignments each week for each student using Docucare 

and Berry’s Clinical Evaluation Tool (CET) (Note: Each clinical course has a specified CET. NUR 311 

CET has slightly different grading criteria): 

o Docucare Assessment 

o Docucare Nursing Care Plan 

Students are encouraged to use the Nursing Process: Steps to Take and Questions to Ask to complete this 

portion of the assignment. 

o Reflection-Found in Docucare 

o CET weekly documentation 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L9kROBZGEng
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L9kROBZGEng
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o Students are encouraged to use the CET: Student Reference Sheet to complete this portion of the 

assignment. 
• Assessments will be graded and feedback submitted to students by designated due date. 

• Clinical faculty are asked to use the Clinical Grading Comment Record document to share written feedback with 

the students. 
o The document must be completed if a weekly unsatisfactory grade is given or a Level 2 or lower 

is assigned at Midterm/Final. 

• Students demonstrating concerning clinical behavior will be reported to their team leader. Further 

actions will be determined. 

Clinical Instruction 

• All clinical faculty are asked to apply the Berry “Quality House” Model in the clinical setting. 

(illustrated on the following page) 

o Assist the students in identifying how the QSEN competencies are applied in the clinical setting 

and recognizing their interdependency. 

o Suggested teaching strategy: 

 Assign each student a competency for the day (in addition to their patient assignments). 

Ask the student to identify throughout the day how that competency is met/not met in the 

clinical setting. 

 Spend some time in post-conference discussing the student observations. 

 Faculty will seek to illustrate the interdependency of the competencies for the students in 

an effort to promote safety and quality outcomes in the clinical setting. 

• Students will be expected to use electronic devices in the clinical setting to document “real time” on 

patient care. Students should be expected to document assessments but should not be allowed to spend 

time completing their homework assignments during clinical (care planning, reflection, CET). 

• Each student is expected to bring their own electronic device to clinical each week. They are encouraged 

to use the designated APPS for evidence-based clinical reference. 

• Clinical faculty should encourage the use of the 60 Second Assessment Tool. 

o Suggested teaching strategy: 

 Students will complete assessment immediately after receiving report on their patient(s).  

 Students will then give an SBAR report back to faculty. 

 This tool can also be used in post-conference for group discussion. 
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• Students are expected to know the assigned DRUGS TO KNOW in NUR 313 and NUR 323 each week 

(and all previously assigned medications). These medications should be emphasized if encountered in 

the clinical setting. Students assigned to administer any previously required medication from this list are 

expected to know the medication without research. Students will also be required to research and 

articulate to faculty all important information surrounding medications administered in the clinical 

setting. 

• Additional recommended instructional tools are listed below (these are optional): 

o Clinical Faculty: Clinical Assignment Worksheets (2 versions) 

o Students: Clinical Assessment Data Sheet (2 versions: Junior and Senior Year) 

o Additional helpful student tools: 

 Junior Year-Clinical Scavenger Hunt 

 Assessment of a Hospitalized Patient 

 Bedside Head to Toe Assessment 

 Older Adult Health History 

 Keith RN-Medication Reference 

 Keith RN-Clinical Medication Prep Worksheet 

 Keith RN-Lab Reference 

 Keith RN-Categories of Nursing Diagnoses 

 SBAR Report Sheet 

o Please use the following resource to assist students with care planning: 

Wittman-Price, R.A., Thompson, B.R., Sutton, S.M., Eskew, S.R. (2013). Nursing concept care maps for safe 

patient care. Philadelphia: F.A. Davis Company.Strategies for the Selection of Learning Experience 
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BYLAWS- DIVISION OF NURSING 

Article I - Name 

This organization shall be known as Division of Nursing (DON) faculty of Berry College, (BC). 

Article II - Purpose 

Section I: Develop, implement, and evaluate the philosophy, purpose, and policies of the Division of  
  Nursing (DON). 
Section II: Cultivate an exemplary undergraduate program that prepares future nurses to participate in  
  the transformation of the twenty-first century health care system.  
Section III: Plan and develop an educational environment conducive to promoting the professional   
  growth and development of the faculty. 

Article III - Function 

Section I: Serve as the policy-making body of the DON faculty. 
Section II: Identify all DON committees and describe the operating procedure. 
Section III: Develop, implement, and evaluate the DON programs according to the Comprehensive   
  Quality Assessment and Implementation Plan (CQAIP). 
Section IV: Incorporate participation in the activities of the College. 
  Formulate specific policies for the DON within the framework of College policies (i.e.   
  promotion & tenure). 

Article IV - Membership 

Section I: Membership in the Division of Nursing structure: 
a. Director of the Division of Nursing. 
b. All nursing faculty. 
c. One (1) student elected by the students. 

Section II: The Director of the Division of Nursing shall: 
a. Preside at all Division of Nursing meetings. 
b. Call special meetings. 
c. Appoint special committees and chairperson as needed. 
d. Delegate duties as necessary. 
e. Function as ex-officio members of all committees. 

Article V - Meeting 

Section I: DON meetings will be held at least twice a year.  The last meeting in May shall be annual  
  meeting.  All reports, course and committee, may be reported orally with final written   
  report submitted before fall semester begins.  
Section II: The director or two or more faculty may call for a special meeting. 
 
Section III: All full-time faculty have voting privileges.  Part-time faculty members do not have voting  
  privileges. 
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Article VI - Standing Committees 

Section I: The standing committees are designated by these bylaws.  Membership is elected by a   
  majority vote of the DON faculty. Committee members will select the chair. Minutes of   
  all committee meetings should be recorded and filed in the office of the director. 

  Ad Hoc committees are formed as needed.  Membership is appointed. 

  Functions of all committee chair: 
 

a. Call meetings as needed. 
b. Conduct meetings. 
c. Report on committee activities. 
d. Pass materials to new chair at end of term. 
e. Document all meetings in office of the director. 
d. Submit an annual oral report in May and final written report to follow as outlined in the 

Comprehensive Continuous Quality Assessment Evaluation Plan (CQAIP). 

Section II: General Precepts 
a. Elections by the faculty will be held in April for a term of office beginning in fall semester. 
b. All members are expected to participate in committee work. 
c. Members shall serve overlapping terms, with each year half the membership remaining. 
d. Chair will be elected by the members no later than the first fall meeting. (Preferred 

identification in the spring) 
e. The first fall meeting will be called in the first two weeks of fall semester. 
f. Recording of committee activities will be maintained. 
g. Annual reports will be submitted to the director according to the timeline in the CQAIP. 
h. New faculty may be added to the committee by the director if a new faculty appointment 

occurs after the committee elections. 
i. Students serving on committees will be elected in the fall and will be asked to attend at least 

one meeting per year.  They will not attend meetings that include student or faculty 
performance and other issues of confidentiality.  Students will be voting members.  

Section III: Standing Committee 
• AC = Admission, Progression, Retention 
• BC = Bylaws 
• CC = Curriculum 
• EC = Evaluation 
• RC = Resource 
• CAC = Community Advisory 

Section IV: Admission, Progression, and Retention Committee (AC) 
a. Purpose – to establish, apply, and evaluate the Admission, Progression, and Retention 

policies. 
b. Responsibilities 
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1. Review annually and on an as needed basis the Admission, Progression, and 
Retention/Readmission polices. 

2. Maintain statistics on applicants, accepted, and enrolled students. (include demographic 
characteristics) 

3. Review student request for readmission. 
4. Ensure policies are consistent with College policies and the CQAIP. 
5. Generate reports and make recommendations according to the CQAIP. 

c. Membership 
1. Director. 
2. All Faculty. 

Section V: Bylaws Committee (BC) 
a. Purpose – to develop and maintain governance policies. 
b. Responsibilities 

1. Conduct election each Spring as needed. 
2. Annually review and develop amendments to the bylaws. 
3. Annually review and update the Nursing Faculty Handbook. 
4. Review and recommend committee revisions. 
5. Annually review and update the Student Handbook. 
6. Review, make recommendations, and generate reports according to the CQAIP. 

c. Membership 
1. Two (2) Full time faculty. (rotating 3 yr & 2 yr terms) 
2. One (1) nursing student. 

Section VI: Curriculum Committee (CC) 
a. Purpose – to develop, review, and evaluate according to the philosophy and organizing 

framework. 
b. Responsibilities 

1. Review, recommend, and approve course revisions. 
2. Review and evaluate the effectiveness of the curriculum plan based on course and 

program learning outcomes. 
3. Generate reports according to the CQAIP. 

c. Membership 
1. All faculty will serve as members. 
2. Project teams will be identified as needed. 

Section VII: Evaluation Committee (EC) 
a. Purpose – collects aggregate student data related to student performance, alumni satisfaction, 

and accomplishments of the graduates.  
b. Responsibilities 

1. Establish and maintain the timeline for collecting data from target groups. 
2. Develop data collection surveys. 
3. Distribute, collect, and analyze data according to the CQAIP. 
4. Submit data reports and analysis 
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c. Membership 
1. Three (3) full time faculty [(1) 3 yr term, (2) 2 yr term] 
2. One (1) nursing student 

 

Section VIII: Resource Committee (RC) 
a. Purpose – to review and make recommendations on fiscal and physical resources needed for 

Division of Nursing. 
b. Responsibilities 

1. Provide input on budget planning, faculty workload, equipment, and supply needs to the 
Director. 

2. Monitor adequacy of physical resources, space, and equipment and make 
recommendation for improvements. 

3. Seek external funding as appropriate and in conjunction with the Office of Development. 
4. Conduct assessment or opinion surveys as needed from faculty and students. 
5. Review library holdings, computer software, and learning resources for currency. Make 

recommendations for additions or deletions. 
6. Generate reports and recommendations according to the CQAIP. 

c. Membership 
1. Two (2) full time faculty. (rotating terms, 3yr/2yr terms) 
2. One (1) nursing student. 

Section IX: Community Advisory Committee (CAC) 
a. Purpose – to maintain communication between local community and the Division of Nursing. 
b. Responsibilities 
1. Provide a communication network between the Division of Nursing and the local health care 

community. 
2. Meet annually. 
3. Generate reports and recommendations according to the CQAIP. 
c. Membership 

1. Director, Division of Nursing. 
2. All nursing full time faculty. 
3. One (1) nursing student. 
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Nursing Faculty Committee Assignment (effective in 2015) 

Bylaws Committee (2)      

     3 yr term   

     2 yr term (chair) 

     Student (1) 1-year term 

Curriculum Committee (the whole)  

Director and all faculty will be members. Project teams will be identified as needed.  

Evaluation Committee (3)     

     3 yr term   

     2 yr term  

     2 yr term 

     Student (1) 1-year term 

Resource Committee (2)     

     3 yr term   

     2 yr term (chair) 

     Student (1) 1-year term 

Community Advisory Committee (All Faculty)  

      Annual Faculty Meeting Student (1) 1-year term 
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CONTINUOUS QUALITY ASSESSMENT AND IMPROVEMENT PLAN 
(CQAIP) 

 

The Continuous Quality Assessment and Improvement Plan (CQAIP) has been developed by the director 

and faculty of the Division of Nursing as a guide for the program assessment and demonstration of an 

improvement plan. The CQAIP incorporates the expectations of the Southern Association of Colleges and 

Divisions (SACS), the Commission on Collegiate Nursing Education (CCNE), and the Georgia Board of 

Nursing (GBON) rules and regulations.   

The CQAIP is organized into four major areas of Mission and Governance, Institutional Commitment and 

Resources, Curriculum and Teaching-Learning Practices, and Aggregate Student and Faculty Outcomes.  Each 

area specifies the expected results, data sources, data collection, actions and time frame, and the results taken 

for improvement.  A copy of the Continuous Quality Assessment and Improvement Plan (CQAIP) will follow. 
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Berry College  
Division of Nursing 

Continuous Quality Assessment and Implementation Plan 
  

I. AREA OF EVALUATION: MISSION AND GOVERNANCE  
  

EXPECTED RESULTS DATA/ EVIDENTIARY 
SOURCES 

DATA COLLECTION/ 
REVIEW/ANALYSIS & 

TIME FRAME 
RECOMMENDATIONS/ 

ACTIONS & TIME FRAME 
RESULTS/ACTION 

PLAN 
1. Mission, philosophy, and goals 

1.1   Are congruent with Berry College 
mission/purpose, strategic plans, expected 
outcomes and professional nursing 
standards and guidelines. 

• Berry College undergraduate 
catalog 

• Berry College DON website 
• DON Student Handbook 
• Professional standards and 

guidelines  

• DON faculty every 5 years 
or as needed in the spring 
(2015, 2020) 

  

• DON faculty makes 
recommendations every 5 years 
or as needed in the spring (2015, 
2020) 

• DON faculty act on   
recommendations as appropriate 
every 5 years or as needed at the 
fall retreat  (2015, 2020) 

  

2. Mission, philosophy, goals and student 
outcomes  
2.1   Are congruent with current professional   

nursing standards and guidelines for the 
preparation of nursing professionals. 

2.2   Are the basis for the curriculum and 
teaching-learning practices. 

2.3   Reflect the expectations of the community 
of interest. 

• Berry College undergraduate 
catalog 

• Berry College DON websites 
• DON Student Handbook 
• Professional standards and 

guidelines 

• DON faculty every 5 years 
or as needed in the spring 
(2015, 2020) 

  
  

• DON faculty makes 
recommendations every 5 years 
or as needed in the spring (2015, 
2020) 

• DON faculty act on 
recommendations as appropriate 
every 5 years or as needed at the 
fall retreat  (2015, 2020) 

  

3. Faculty expected outcomes in teaching 
scholarship, service and practice are congruent 
with    
3.1    Missions/Strategic Plans 
3.2    Goals. 
3.3    Expected student learning outcomes. 
3.4   Other College faculty 

• Berry College Faculty/Staff 
Handbook 

• DON Faculty Bylaws 

• DON faculty every 5 years 
or as needed in the spring 
(2015, 2020) 

  

• DON faculty makes 
recommendations every 5 years 
or as needed in the spring (2015, 
2020) 

• DON faculty act on 
recommendations as appropriate 
every 5 years or as needed at the 
fall retreat (2015, 2020) 

  

 DON = Division of Nursing    APRC  =  Admissions, Progression, Retention Committee - All 
 BC    =  Bylaws Committee – 2    CAC  =  Community Advisory Committee - All 
 RC    = Resource Committee – 2    CC    =  Curriculum Committee - All 
 EC    =  Evaluation Committee – 3   
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EXPECTED RESULTS DATA/ EVIDENTIARY 
SOURCES 

DATA COLLECTION/ 
REVIEW/ANALYSIS & 

TIME FRAME 
RECOMMENDATIONS/ 

ACTIONS & TIME FRAME 
RESULTS/ACTION 

PLAN 
4. Faculty and student roles in the governance of 

the DON 
4.1 Reflect Berry College statutes and   

policies. 
4.2 Reflect DON policies. 
4.3 Are clearly defined. 
4.4 Enable meaningful participation. 

• Berry College Faculty/Staff 
Handbook 

• DON Faculty Bylaws 
  

• DON every 5 years or as 
needed in the spring (2015, 
2020)  

• C review every 5 years in 
the spring (2015, 2020) 

 
  
  

• DON faculty makes 
recommendations every 5 years 
or as needed in the spring (2015, 
2020) 

• DON faculty act on  
recommendations 
as    appropriate every 5 years or 
as needed at the fall retreat  
(2015, 2020) 

  

5. Documents, Publications and Policies 
5.1 Accurately reflect the DON mission, 

philosophy, goals and program outcomes 
of the programs.  

5.2 Accurately reflect the role of students and 
faculty in the governance of programs. 

5.3 Are available in printed and/or electronic 
forms.  

• Berry College Student 
Handbook 

• Berry College undergraduate 
catalog 

• Berry College/DON websites 
• DON Student Handbook 
• Recruitment/advising 

materials 

• DON Director verify 
accuracy and availability 
annually in the spring 

• BC review every 5 years in 
the spring 

   
 
 
  

• DON Director makes 
   changes annually in the 
   spring as needed 
• BC makes recommendations 

every 5 years or as needed in the 
spring (2015, 2020) 

• DON faculty act on  
recommendations as appropriate 
every 5 years or as needed at the 
fall retreat  (2015, 2020) 

  

6. Formal complaints/appeals related to student 
satisfaction and program effectiveness are: 
Processed according to 
6.1 DON/Berry College policies and 

procedures. 
6.2 Expedited in a timely manner. 
6.3 Maintained in department records. 
6.4 Utilized for program improvement. 

• Berry College undergraduate 
catalog 

• Berry College Student 
Handbook 

• DON Student Handbook 
• DON/Berry College records of 

complaints/appeals 

• DON annually reviews 
aggregate complaints in the 
spring looking for trends or 
consistent areas of concern   

• DON faculty makes 
recommendations as needed in 
the spring   

• DON faculty take action as 
needed at the fall retreat 
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II. AREA OF EVALUATION: INSTITUTIONAL COMMITMENT AND RESOURCES 

 

 EXPECTED RESULTS DATA/ EVIDENTIARY 
SOURCES 

DATA COLLECTION/ 
REVIEW/ANALYSIS & 

TIME FRAME 
RECOMMENDATIONS/ 

ACTIONS & TIME FRAME 
RESULTS/ACTION 

PLAN 
1. Fiscal and physical resources are Sufficient to: 

1.1 Achieve the DON mission, philosophy, 
and goals, and expected student and 
outcomes. 

1.2 Meet instructional and non-instructional 
space and equipment needs. 

• Survey of physical facilities 
and equipment 

• DON annual budget   

• DON faculty every 5 years or 
as needed in the spring 
(2015, 2020) 

• RC every 5 years or as 
needed in the spring (2015, 
2020)  

• DON faculty and RC make 
recommendations every 5 years 
or as needed in the spring (2015, 
2020) 

• DON Director makes 
recommendations to the Provost 
as appropriate every 5 years in 
the fall (2015, 2020) 

  

2. Academic Support Services /Technology 
resources are Sufficient to: 
2.1 Achieve the DON mission, philosophy, 

goals and expected student and faculty 
outcomes. 

2.2 Maintain a comprehensive and accurate 
DON website. 

2.3 Provide current and effective library 
resources and services. 

2.4 Provide effective orientation and advising 
programs for students. 

2.5 Provide effective personal and career 
counseling and learning Support for 
students 

2.6 Support faculty teaching, scholarship, 
service, and practice. 

• Inventory of Berry 
College/DON 
hardware/software 

• Berry College/DON website 
• Berry College student services 
• Berry College Library 

resources and services 
 
 

 
    
   

• DON faculty every 5 years or 
as needed in the spring 
(2015, 2020) 

• RC every 5 years or as 
needed in the spring (2015, 
2020) 

 
 
 
 
  

• DON faculty make 
recommendations annually at the 
fall retreat 

• DON Director makes 
recommendations every fall to 
the Provost  

  

3. The DON Director: 
3.1 Provides leadership in achieving the DON 

mission, philosophy, goals and expected 
results. 

3.2 Holds a graduate degree in nursing and a 
doctorate in nursing or a related discipline. 

3.3 Holds current licensure as a professional 
registered nurse in Georgia. 

3.4 Has experience in nursing education. 

• DON Director curriculum 
vitae 

  
  
  
  
  

• Review at leadership change 
  

• Review at leadership change  
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EXPECTED RESULTS DATA/ EVIDENTIARY 
SOURCES 

DATA COLLECTION/ 
REVIEW/ANALYSIS & 

TIME FRAME 
RECOMMENDATIONS/ 

ACTIONS & TIME FRAME 
RESULTS/ACTIONS 

PLAN 

4. All DON faculty members: 
4.1 Support the DON mission, philosophy, 

goals and expected student and faculty 
outcomes. 

4.2 Hold a minimum of a master’s degree in 
nursing and maintain expertise in their 
teaching area. 

4.3 Hold current licensure as a professional 
registered nurse in Georgia. 

4.4 Have diverse educational and practice 
experiences. 

4.5 Participate in DON mentoring and 
orientation activities. 

4.6 Are sufficient in numbers to accomplish 
the DON mission, philosophy, and goals 
and expected student and faculty results. 

4.7 Are sufficient in number to maintain a 
ratio of 1 full-time faculty member for 
each 20 students. 

4.8 Are sufficient in number to maintain a 
ratio of 1 faculty member for no more than 
10 students engaged in clinical learning 
activities. 

4.9 Maintain a workload that is congruent with 
Berry College and DON standards and 
supports faculty roles and expectations. 

4.10 Experience an academic environment that 
encourages effective teaching, scholarship, 
service, and practice. 

• DON faculty curriculum vitae 
• Annual DON faculty 
   evaluations 
• Berry College Faculty/Staff 
   Handbook  
• Faculty Evaluation/Review 

Guidelines  

• DON Director conducts 
faculty evaluations every fall 

• DON pre-tenure, promotion 
and tenure, and post-tenure 
committees conduct reviews 
as appropriate 

 
    

• DON Director makes pre-
tenure, promotion and tenure, 
and post-tenure 
recommendations to the 
Provost 

  
  

  
  

5. Clinical preceptors: 
5.1 Are sufficient in quantity and quality to 

achieve the department mission, 
philosophy and goals, BSN program 
missions, objectives, and expected results. 

5.2 Practice nursing in a manner that reflects 
current professional nursing standards and 
guidelines. 

5.3 Meet GBON licensure, educational, and 
practice requirements. 

5.4 Participate in preceptor training activities. 
5.5 Collaborate with faculty to facilitate 

student achievement of course learning 
goals. 

• Professional standards and  
   guidelines 
• GBON preceptor  
   qualification records 
• Clinical preceptor training  
   guidelines 
• Student and faculty  
   evaluations of clinical 
   preceptors 
  

• Students evaluate clinical  
   preceptor performance  
   every semester as  
   appropriate 
• DON faculty evaluate  
   clinical preceptor  
   qualifications and  
   performance every  
   semester as appropriate   
    

• DON faculty act on  
    evaluations of clinical  
    preceptor qualifications  
    every semester as 
    appropriate   
  

•  Currently 
preceptors are not 
used.  
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EXPECTED RESULTS DATA/ EVIDENTIARY 
SOURCES 

DATA COLLECTION/ 
REVIEW/ANALYSIS & 

TIME FRAME 
RECOMMENDATIONS/ 

ACTIONS & TIME FRAME 
RESULTS/ACTIONS 

PLAN 

6. Documents and publications: 
6.1 Accurately reflect resources available to 

the programs. 
6.2 Are available in printed and/or electronic 

forms.  
  
  

• Berry College student 
handbook 

• Berry College 
undergraduate      

• Berry College/DON websites 
• DON Student Handbook 
• DON Faculty Handbook 

• DON Director verify 
accuracy and availability 
annually in the spring 

  
  

• DON Director make changes  
    annually in the spring as 
    needed 
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III. AREA OF EVALUATION:  CURRICULUM AND TEACHING-LEARNING PRACTICES 
  

EXPECTED RESULTS DATA/ EVIDENTIARY 
SOURCES 

DATA COLLECTION/ 
ANALYSIS & TIME 

FRAME 
RECOMMENDATIONS/ 

ACTIONS & TIME FRAME 
RESULTS/ACTION 

PLAN 

1. The BSN curriculums is developed 
1.1 Based on clear statements of expected 

results for students derived from the DON 
mission, philosophy, and expected 
aggregate outcomes of students. 

1.2 Reflect professional standards and 
guidelines. 

1.3 Foster behaviors consistent with 
professional nursing standards/guidelines. 

1.4 Consider the needs and expectations of 
the community of interest. 

1.5 Are sequentially and logically organized 
to facilitate student achievement of 
expected results (NCLEX, etc.). 

1.6 Have course learning goals that relate the 
program objectives. 

1.7 Have course learning goals that reflect 
course content. 

1.8 May include distance learning offerings 
that are comparable to face-to-face 
offerings. 

• Berry College undergraduate 
catalog 

• Berry College/DON websites 
• DON Student Handbook 
• Organizing Framework 
• Curriculum plans 
• Course syllabi 
• Professional standards and 

guidelines 
• NCLEX Test Plan 
• IOM Implications for Nursing 

Education 
• Quality & Safety Education 

for nurses 
   

• DON faculty every 5 years 
or as needed in the spring 
(2015, 2020) 

• CC reviews every year, 
makes recommendations as 
needed.  

• DON faculty makes 
recommendations every 5 years 
or as needed in the spring (2015, 
2020) 

• DON faculty act on 
recommendations as appropriate 
every 5 years or as needed at the 
fall retreat (2015, 2020) 

  

2. The BSN curriculum: 
2.1 Builds on appropriate courses in the arts, 

sciences, and humanities with a balance of 
non-nursing/nursing coursework and 
student workload. 

2.2 Flows from a framework that is consistent 
with DON philosophy and mission. 

2.3 Is internally consistent. 
2.4 Addresses CCNE essential professional 

values, core competences, core 
knowledge, and role development for 
baccalaureate nursing education. 

• Berry College undergraduate 
catalog 

• Organizing Framework 
• CCNE Essentials 
• Course syllabi  

• DON faculty every  5 years 
or as needed in the spring 
(2015, 2020) 

• DON faculty makes 
recommendations every 5 years 
or as needed in the spring (2015, 
2020) 

• DON faculty act on 
recommendations as appropriate 
every 5 years or as needed at the 
fall retreat (2015, 2020) 
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 EXPECTED RESULTS 
DATA/ EVIDENTIARY 

SOURCES 
DATA COLLECTION/ 

ANALYSIS & TIME 
FRAME 

RECOMMENDATIONS/ 
ACTIONS & TIME FRAME 

RESULTS/ACTION 
PLAN 

3. The BSN curriculum includes content that 
addresses: 
3.1 Health promotion and maintenance and 

restoration of health or end of life care 
with people of all ages and groups who 
have commonly occurring acute and long-
term physical and mental health problems, 
illnesses, and experiences. 

3.2 Reality-based situations representative of 
the continuum of health care. 

3.3 Praxis, reflective thinking, critical 
thinking, problem solving, and decision-
making.  

3.4 Concepts related to the provision, 
coordination, and management of care, 
accountability, advocacy, collaboration, 
and change.  

3.5 Issues in nursing and health care: legal, 
ethical, historical, social, cultural, political, 
economic, technological, environmental, 
safely, and professional. 

3.6 Incorporates evidence based 
practice/research, community health, 
management/leadership 

• Course syllabi 
  

• DON faculty every 5 years or 
as needed in the spring 
(2015, 2020) 

• Formative evaluation at the 
end of every semester with 
course evaluation and makes 
recommendations as needed 
to the DON faculty. 

• DON faculty makes 
recommendations every 5 years 
or as needed in the spring (2015, 
2020) 

• DON faculty act on 
recommendations as appropriate 
every 5 years or as needed at the 
fall retreat (2015, 2020) 

  

4. Teaching-learning activities: 
4.1 Derive from the DON mission, 

philosophy, and expected outcomes of the 
faculty and students. 

4.2 Foster behaviors consistent with 
professional nursing standards/guidelines. 

4.3 Consider the needs and expectations of the 
community of interest. 

4.4 Are sequentially and logically organized to 
facilitate student achievement of expected 
results. 

4.5 Take place in classrooms and diverse 
reality-based clinical practice settings or 
simulations 

4.6 Include technology-enhanced and other 
diverse learning opportunities.  

4.7 Maximize student participation. 
4.8 Create a caring, supportive learning 

environment. 

• DON mission, philosophy, 
and goals 

• Missions and objectives 
• Course syllabi 
• Professional standards and 

guidelines 
  
  

• DON faculty every 5 years or 
as needed in the 
spring (2015, 2020) 

• Formative student and 
faculty evaluation of clinical 
sites 

• Course evaluation 

• DON faculty makes 
recommendations every 5 years 
or as needed in the spring (2015, 
2020) 

• DON faculty take action every 5 
years or as needed at the fall 
retreat  (2010, 2015) 
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EXPECTED RESULTS DATA/ EVIDENTIARY 
SOURCES 

DATA COLLECTION/ 
ANALYSIS & TIME 

FRAME 

RECOMMENDATIONS/ 
ACTIONS & TIME FRAME 

RESULTS/ACTION 
PLAN 

5. Academic Policies: 
5.1 Support the DON mission, philosophy, 

and goals and expected outcomes of 
student and faculty 

5.2 Are fair, equitable, and are justifiable. 
5.3 Address advising, recruitment, orientation, 

admission, progression, dismissal, RN 
articulation, graduation, grading, and 
grievance/appeal processes. 

• DON mission, philosophy, 
and goals 

• Course syllabi 
• Berry College student 

handbook 
• DON Student Handbook 
• Berry College/DON  websites 

• DON every 5 years or as 
needed in the spring (2015, 
2020)  

  

• DON faculty makes 
recommendations every 5 years 
or as needed in the spring (2015, 
2020) 

• DON faculty take action every 5 
years or as needed at the fall 
retreat (2015, 2020) 

  

6. Documents and publications: 
6.1 Accurately reflect curriculums and 

learning activities. 
6.2 Are available in printed and/or electronic 

forms. 
  

• Berry College student 
handbook 

• Berry College 
undergraduate catalog 

• Course syllabi 
• Berry College/DON websites 
• DON Student Handbook 
• Recruitment/ advising 

materials  

• DON Director and faculty 
verify accuracy and 
availability annually in the 
spring 

  

• DON Director makes changes 
annually in the spring as needed 
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IV. AREA OF EVALUATION:  AGGREGATE STUDENT AND FACULTY OUTCOMES 
  

EXPECTED RESULTS DATA/ EVIDENTIARY 
SOURCES DATA COLLECTION/ 

ANALYSIS & TIME 
FRAME 

RECOMMENDATIONS/ 
ACTIONS & TIME FRAME 

RESULTS/ACTION 
PLAN 

1. The DON is effective in: 
1.1 Implementing its Comprehensive 

Continuous 
Quality Assessment Evaluation Plan.  

1.2 Utilizing findings from the Total Plan for 
Evaluation for quality improvement. 

• Total Plan for Evaluation 
  

• EC every 5 years or as 
needed in the spring  (2015, 
2020) 

• EC makes recommendations 
every 5 years or as needed in the 
spring (2015, 2020) 

• DON faculty act on 
recommendations every 5 years 
or as needed at the fall retreat 
(2015, 2020) 

  

2. Student performance reflects achievement of 
the expected results in congruence with the 
mission, philosophy and expected outcomes of 
the program and professional standards and 
guidelines. Quality outcome measures are: 
2.1 100% of students will participate in a 

comprehensive nationally standardized 
testing program. 

2.2 100% of students will earn a passing score 
on an NCLEX-RN predictor exam within 
one year of graduation. 

2.3 70% of students admitted to the program 
will graduate within three academic years. 

• Berry College undergraduate 
catalog 

• Berry College/DON websites 
• DON Student Handbook 
• Professional standards and 

guidelines 
• Course syllabi and student 

work 
• Standardized test scores 
• Enrollment/ graduation 

records 

• DON faculty analyzes test 
scores annually in the spring 

  
  
  

• DON faculty and make 
recommendations annually in the 
spring 

• DON faculty act on 
recommendations annually at the 
fall retreat as appropriate 

   

  

3. Student performance is measured by a variety 
of methods that: 
3.1 Are congruent with the DON mission, 

philosophy, and goals  
3.2 Are clearly defined. 
3.3 Consistently follow DON /Berry College 

guidelines.  
3.4  Identify student strengths and areas for 

growth 

• Berry College undergraduate 
catalog 

• Berry College/DON websites 
• DON Student Handbook 
• Course syllabi 
• Grades and student work 

• DON faculty evaluate 
measures of student 
performance every semester 

• DON faculty reviews 
evaluation methods annually 
in the spring 

• DON faculty makes 
recommendations annually in the 
spring 

• DON faculty act on 
recommendations annually at the 
fall retreat as appropriate 
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 EXPECTED RESULTS DATA/ EVIDENTIARY 
SOURCES DATA COLLECTION/ 

ANALYSIS & TIME 
FRAME 

RECOMMENDATIONS/ 
ACTIONS & TIME FRAME 

RESULTS/ACTION 
PLAN 

4. Alumni satisfaction attests to the effectiveness 
of the program. Quality outcome measures are: 
4.1 90% of responding graduates will indicate 

satisfaction with the program at graduation 
and one-year post-graduation. 

         

• Exit surveys 
• Alumni surveys 
  

• EC collects/analyzes exit data 
annually 

• EC collects/analyzes alumni 
data 1-year post-graduation  

  

• EC makes recommendations 
annually in the spring  

• DON faculty act on 
recommendations annually at the 
fall retreat as appropriate 

  

5. The accomplishments of graduates of the 
program attest to the effectiveness of the 
program. Quality outcome measures are: 
5.1 80% of graduates will pass NCLEX-RN on 

their first attempt. 
5.2 100% of graduates will pass NCLEX-RN 

within one year of graduation.  
5.3 100% of graduates seeking employment in 

nursing will be successful within one year. 
5.4 90% of responding employers will indicate 

that graduates function competently in the 
role for which they were hired. 

5.5 90% of responding employers will agree 
that graduates demonstrate patient-centered 
caring, critical thinking and clinical 
reasoning, competent professional practice, 
skilled communication, team building, and 
community/global awareness. 

5.6 10% of responding graduates will indicate 
enrollment in and/or completion of an 
advanced nursing degree 3 years’ post-
graduation. 

5.7 80% of graduates will indicate involvement 
in community service.  

• NCLEX-RN results  
• Alumni surveys 
• Employer surveys 
• Community advisory surveys 
  

• EC collects/analyzes alumni 
data 1 and 3 years’ post-
graduation and employer data 
1-year post-graduation  

• EC collects/analyzes 
community advisory data 
annually in the spring  

• EC makes recommendations 
annually in the spring  

• DON faculty act on 
recommendations annually at the 
fall retreat as appropriate 
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EXPECTED RESULTS DATA/ EVIDENTIARY 
SOURCES 

DATA COLLECTION/ 
ANALYSIS & TIME 

FRAME 

RECOMMENDATIONS/ 
ACTIONS & TIME FRAME 

RESULTS/ACTION 
PLAN 

6. Faculty outcomes in teaching, scholarship, 
service and practice are congruent with the 
mission, philosophy and expected outcomes of 
the program and with professional nursing 
standards and guidelines. Quality outcomes are: 
6.1 80 % of tenure track nursing faculty will 

hold doctoral degrees. 
6.2 10% of tenure track nursing faculty will 

submit manuscripts or abstracts for 
professional publication or presentation 
each year. 

6.3 10% of Submitted manuscripts/ abstracts 
will be accepted. 

6.4 100% of nursing faculty will have positive 
self, peer and student evaluations of 
teaching effectiveness. 

6.5 100% of tenure track nursing faculty will 
participate in college and university 
committees. 

6.6 100% of nursing faculty will participate in 
professional and community activities. 

• DON faculty curriculum vitae 
• Student/faculty evaluations of 

teaching effectiveness 
• Annual faculty evaluations 
• Pre-tenure, tenure and 

promotion, and post-tenure 
review documents 

  

• DON Director collects and 
analyzes data annually in the 
spring   

  
  
  

• DON Director makes 
recommendations to DON 
faculty at the fall retreat  

     

  

7. Information from formal complaints/appeals 
related to student satisfaction and program 
effectiveness are reviewed:  

• Berry College undergraduate 
catalog 

• Berry College student 
handbook 

• DON Student Handbook 
• Berry College/DON records 

of  
   complaints/appeals 

• DON annually in the spring 
to determine the need for 
program improvement or 
need for further action 

  
  
  

• DON makes recommendations 
as needed in the spring   

• DON faculty take action as 
needed at the fall retreat 

  

8. Documents and publications: 
8.1 Accurately reflect student performance 

and satisfaction. 
8.2 Accurately reflect faculty 

accomplishments. 
8.3 Are available in printed and/or electronic 

forms.  

• Berry College undergraduate 
catalog 

• Berry College student 
handbook 

• DON Student Handbook 
• Recruitment/ advising 

materials Berry College/DON 
websites 

• Provost Annual Report 

• DON Director verify 
accuracy and availability 
annually in the spring 

  

• DON Director make changes 
annually in the spring as needed 
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STUDENT POLICIES (Also available in Student Handbook) 

Cross Cultural Immersion  

A two-week experience will be required of all nursing students during the summer between their junior and 

senior year. The tuition will cover the majority of the expenses.  Students will earn three (3) semester hours of 

credit while advancing their understanding of world cultures, uniqueness, and similarities. For hardship 

situations that impact a student’s ability to study abroad, a domestic experience will be arranged; however, 

additional expenses may be incurred by the student.   

Student Success Plan       

Exam Success Plan: Any student testing below 80% on any examination is responsible for developing a plan 

for improvement.  This is a student initiated response.  The following guidelines are provided to assist the 

student in reaching a successful level of performance. 

1. Make an appointment to meet with your instructional faculty to develop options for improvement. 

2. Identify strengths and weakness based on ATI testing, class examinations, or clinical performance. 

3. Develop a success plan to reach academic goals utilizing all the resources available. This may 

include academic tutors, Simulation Videos, ATI modules, ATI practice assessment exams, Prep-U, 

Pass Point and the Berry College Academic Success Center.  

ATI Success Plan:  Below is a proposed study plan to ensure the best possible grades in your nursing 

courses. Students are encouraged to initiate this action independently.  However, if you are scoring less 

than level 1 on the ATI Proctored Examinations, you are required to complete the success plan and 

report your results to your instructor according to the success plan developed. 

1. Go To: www.atitesting.com  

• Click on the Tutorials tab: 

 Learning Systems RN  

• Practice Test (From the drop down menu, complete all of the following practice 

tutorials): 

o _____________________________ 

o _____________________________ 

o _____________________________ 

o _____________________________ 

• Finals (From the drop down menu, complete all of the following): 

o _____________________________ 

o _____________________________ 

http://www.atitesting.com/
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• Next go to Practice Assessments tab:(Complete all of the following practice test): 

 Complete the following Practice tests: 

• ____________________________________ 

• After completion of the Practice Assessments, generate a Focused Review report (under My 

Reports tab), view videos, read recommended content, and complete an Active Learning 

Template for each topic missed. For direction on creating Focused Reviews, select “How 

To” from the ATI home page. Then select “How to Access Results and Focused Review”. 

 Remediation time will be tracked.  

• Minimum one hour Focused Review for each Practice Assessment. 

• For each topic missed, complete an Active Learning Template. 

 

Date Plan Initiated:        

Deadline for Completion: 

• Deadline to complete all assignments is 4 weeks from assigned date       

Expected Outcome Statement: 

1. The student must receive a minimum of 80% on all assigned practice tests. 

• Learning System RN Practice Test and Finals  

• Practice Assessment Tests 

2. The student must submit completed Active Learning Templates generated from Focused Review 

Reports.  Submit via faculty email.  

3. After the above remediation plan has been completed, the student will schedule a retake of the ATI 

proctored exam. 

4. If a Level 1 score is achieved on the retest, no further remediation will be required. If the retest score 

is Below level 1, a new remediation plan is necessary. 

Student Signature:        Date:        
 
*Approved by Faculty 8.19.15 

Dismissal Policy 

Failure to achieve the established academic standards shall constitute reason for the student to be dismissed 

from the program. The faculty and administration of the Division of Nursing reserve the right to dismiss any 

student enrolled in the program for unethical, dishonest, unprofessional, or illegal conduct that is inconsistent 

with the ANA Code for Nurses.  
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Academic Integrity  

The Berry College community affirms its support of academic integrity as reflecting founder Martha Berry’s 

commitment to educating the head, heart, and hands, and as the foundation of college life and experience. We 

believe that mutual trust among Berry’s students, faculty, and staff is essential to the operation of the college 

and that all members of the Berry College community are responsible for working together to establish and 

uphold an environment conducive to honorable academic endeavor.  

Academic dishonesty includes, but is not limited to, the following: cheating, unauthorized collaboration, 

plagiarism, fabrication, multiple submissions, and aiding and abetting;  

Cheating: using or providing unauthorized information or aids on any examination or other graded assignment; 

altering a graded work prior to its return to a faculty member; doing another’s work or allowing another person 

to do one’s work, and submitting it for grading;  

Unauthorized Collaboration: working with another person on a project, assignment, examination, tests, or quiz, 

unless collaborative work has been stipulated by the instructor;  

Plagiarism: Submitting material that in part or whole is not one’s own work without properly attributing the 

source(s) of its content;  

Fabrication: inventing or falsifying information, data, or citations; altering or creating any document or record 

affecting the grade or academic standing of oneself or others;  

Multiple submissions: submitting identical or substantially similar papers or course work for credit in more 

than one course without prior permission of the instructor(s);  

Aiding and Abetting: providing material, information, or other assistance which violates any of the above 

standards for academic integrity; providing false information in connection with any inquiry regarding 

―academic integrity. 

Where there is suspected violation of academic integrity policy, the concerned faculty member should: 

a) discuss the suspected infraction directly with the student(s) involved. At the faculty member’s or the 
student’s discretion, the Division director, department chair, or faculty colleague may be present during 
this discussion as a witness; 

b) make copies of relevant materials before returning them to the student(s) for any approved amendment 

or revision; 

c) discuss the suspected infraction and the documented evidence with the department chair, director, or a 

colleague if collegial advice is desired. In all such cases, the privacy of the student(s) involved must be 

protected; 
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d) make a decision based on the evidence and determine appropriate sanctions; sanctions may include 

warning the student, or reducing the assignment, exam, or course grade; if sanctions are imposed, 

discuss these and the appeal process with the student;  

e) if a student is found to have violated the academic integrity policy, notify the provost in writing. This 

document should include: 

1. information about the course, the faculty involved, and the student(s) involved; 

2. the time and date of the incident, and a description of the incident and any evidence that 

indicates an infraction of academic integrity; 

3. any sanctions imposed by the faculty member in response to this incident; and 

4. a confirmation that the faculty member has discussed with the student the incident, any 

sanctions imposed, and the student’s right to appeal the faculty member’s decision. 

Students seeking to appeal the sanction concerning academic integrity may appeal to a committee consisting 

of equal numbers of faculty and students of Academic Council that will be convened by the provost or associate 

provost. 

Students who are sanctioned for violating academic integrity policy forfeit the right to withdraw from the 

class with a grade of “W”. 

Grade Appeals  

A student who has a question about a grade should first discuss the matter with the professor of the class. If 

understanding is not reached through this discussion, the student should make an appointment to discuss the 

matter with the lead professor and the professor together. If there is still a clear question of the unfairness in the 

matter under discussion, it may be taken to the Division director and then to the provost, at which level a 

resolution of the issue will be determined through the academic appeal process. 

Academic Appeal Process  

Undergraduate students who wish to appeal an academic-related decision should first consult with the 

professor of the course in which the issue has been raised. If the issue is not resolved at that consultation, the 

student may then appeal to the course lead professor and then, if the issue is not resolved, to the director of 

nursing and then to the associate provost and/or provost. If the issue continues to be at question, the student may 

then appeal to a committee consisting of equal numbers of faculty and students of Academic Council that will 

be convened by the provost or associate provost, and then to the president. 

If the issue is program related, the student should consult first with the director of nursing. If the issue is not 

resolved at that consultation, then the student may appeal to the associate provost and/or provost. If the issue 

continues to be at question, the student may then appeal to a committee consisting of equal numbers of faculty 
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and students of Academic Council that will be convened by the provost or associate provost, and then to the 

president. 

Nursing Program Re-Admission Policy 

The Division of Nursing acknowledges the responsibility of readmitting to the program those students who, 

in the judgment of the faculty, satisfy the requirements of scholarship, health, and professional suitability for 

nursing. Students requesting readmission to the program must apply in writing to the Nursing Admissions, 

Progression, and Retention Committee. Each student’s situation is reviewed on an individual basis. Requests for 

readmission for fall must be Submitted by February 1 of the year in which readmission would occur in the fall, 

or by October 1 for readmission that would occur the following spring. Readmission is not guaranteed to any 

student. Students following the curriculum plan without interruption have priority for course enrollment. 

Specific guidelines for readmission include the following: 

1. Course repetition policies: 

a. Only one (1) nursing course may be repeated. 

b. The course must be repeated successfully with a “B” or better prior to taking other nursing 

courses. 

c. The course must be repeated within the next academic year following original course enrollment.  

d. Students may appeal decisions based on course repetition policies in writing to the Division of 

Nursing Admission, Progression, and Retention Committee with the concurrence or 

recommendation of the academic advisor or course instructor. Decisions on appeal requests are 

the responsibility of the Admission, Progression, and Retention Committee and may be approved 

or denied based on individual circumstances and an evaluation of the request. 

2. Any student readmitted to the program will be required to: 

a. Meet Berry College readmission criteria. 

b. Demonstrate a satisfactory level of knowledge from pre-requisite nursing courses. 

c. Successfully validate prior medication calculation competency and clinical skills. 

3. A readmitted student must meet graduation requirements in effect at the time of readmission and follow 

the baccalaureate degree nursing policies in effect for that academic year.  

4. A student must have a cumulative grade point average of 2.80 for readmission consideration.  

5. Students must complete all program admission requirements prior to readmission.  

Sequential Progression Policies 

1. Enrollment in entry level nursing courses will be permitted only if the student: 

a. completes all pre-requisite courses and earns a grade of C- or above in all required Science, 

English, and Mathematics courses; and  
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b. reports a minimum cumulative grade point average of 2.8. 

2. Students may continue to progress according to the curriculum plan if they: 

a. complete all pre-requisite courses prior to enrollment in any senior nursing course; (55 hours) 

unless an exemption is made by the Director; 

b. earn a grade of C- or above in all nursing major courses;  

c. report a cumulative grade point average of 2.50 prior to enrolling in 400 level nursing courses;  

d. demonstrate satisfactory performance of designated nursing skills;  

e. earn a satisfactory grade in both the theory and clinical components of the nursing course; In the 

event that the earned clinical grade is unsatisfactory, the course grade assigned will not be higher 

than the letter grade of “D”;  

f. pass the medication calculation competency test at 90% accuracy each semester;  

g. demonstrate full compliance with all standards of the nursing profession as defined by the ANA 

standards of practice, the ANA Code for Nurses, and Georgia Nursing Practice Act; and  

h. maintain current health requirements/CPR. 

3. If a student fails or withdraws from any nursing course, he or she must petition the Admission, 

Progression, and Retention Committee of the Division of Nursing to be re-admitted. 

4. Students having withdrawn from or earned less than a C- in a nursing course may be re-admitted to the 

program one time only. 

5. Students are accountable to follow all policies in the current handbook. 

6. All program requirements must be completed within five (5) years of first enrollment of the program. 

Due to curriculum changes, a student not progressing in the program in a continuous manner may be 

required to complete additional courses. 

Baccalaureate program policies that describe standards for progression are listed in detail in the Division of 

Nursing Student Handbook. The handbook is distributed at the beginning of each academic year and available 

in an online format. It is the students’ responsibility to obtain a copy of the policies and to be familiar with the 

policies. The policies are a guide as the student progresses through the program. 

Graduation 

Berry College grants a Bachelor of Science with a major in nursing to those candidates who have completed 

the credit requirements as described in the nursing curriculum course plan and who have met all degree 

requirements of Berry College.  

Students intending to graduate should file an application with the Registrar the semester before they expect 

to graduate. The student is responsible for ensuring that their academic record is in order. 
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Admission to and graduation from the Berry College Division of Nursing does not guarantee eligibility for 

licensure (see Board of Nursing Policies). Prior to Division of Nursing approval for the candidate’s licensure 

(NCLEX) application, an exit interview with the Division of Nursing is required. Additionally, all student 

financial accounts must have a zero balance. 

The College subscribes to the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 and is committed to a 

policy of nondiscrimination based on age, color, handicap, race, sex, and national origin in all of its programs 

and offerings. The University does not discriminate against any person or persons based on creed or religion in 

admissions policies or university-administered programs.  

Board of Nursing Policies 

After completion of the program and graduation, students are eligible to apply for licensure by examination 

(National Council Licensure Examination for Registered Nurses - NCLEX-RN).  Licensure to practice as a 

Registered Nurse is granted by the Board of Nursing in the state of intended practice (See Georgia Board of 

Nursing Rules & Regulations 410-6-.02).  Beginning April 15, 2009, all new graduates must submit to a 

background check process as required by Georgia Law §46-26-7-4-(4) when applying for licensure in Georgia.  

An applicant who passes the licensing examination and is under investigation for possible violation of the Nurse 

Practice Act (arrested or convicted of a crime other than a minor traffic violation) may not be issued a license 

until the matter is resolved to the satisfaction of the Board.  If the charges are substantiated, the license may be 

denied or sanctioned despite the applicant meeting all other criteria for licensure. Effective January 31, 2016, all 

registered nurses will be required to complete 30 nurse contact hours continuing education competency 

requirements as a condition of licensure renewal.  

The Georgia Board of Nursing has the right to refuse to grant a registered nurse license to any individual 

regardless of his/her educational credentials under circumstances of: 

The Georgia Board of Nursing has the right to refuse to grant a registered nurse license to any individual 

regardless of his/her educational credentials under circumstances of: 

a. Falsification of application for licensure. 

b. Conviction of a felony or crime of moral turpitude. 

c. Other moral and legal violations specified in Georgia Law. 

Future updates on the BSN admission process will be posted on the Division of Nursing web site, will be 

available from your advisor, and sent to your "@berry.edu" e-mail address. If you have any questions 

concerning these changes, please feel free to contact the Division of Nursing Office at 706-368-6397. 

http://sos.georgia.gov/plb/rn/
http://sos.georgia.gov/plb/rn/
http://www.uab.edu/son
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BERRY COLLEGE TECHNICAL SUPPORT DESK & ONLINE 
RESERVATION SYSTEM 

Do you ever wonder how to get assistance with your Berry College computer, email, voicemail, telephone, or 
anything else IT related at Berry College? 
 As the central point of communication for the IT department at Berry College, we can be reached at 706-
238-5838 or at computing@berry.edu, between 8am and 5pm on the days the college is open, or through self-
service.   (For computer-related purchases for Berry owned equipment, please email oitpurchasing@berry.edu.)  
 To access our self-service portal, browse to https://tips.berry.edu from any computer connected to the Berry 
College network.  You can search for solutions, view open tickets, and create tickets for service.  To view more 
information, please visit our knowledge article about RightAnswers.  Log in with your AD credentials (your 
email username and password) to view more information about using RightAnswers self-service.    
https://tips.berry.edu/portal/app/portlets/results/viewsolution.jsp?solutionid=041310515473750&SToken=FC96
0F880BCBBFC74DB3CDFEA925F501   
  In addition to RightAnswers, our password reset system was recently upgraded.  Individual passwords can 
be reset using https://react.berry.edu.  Your ReACT ID is your AD login name, such as jdoe. Passwords for 
temporary employees and departmental accounts must be reset through the technical support desk.   
 As always, if you need assistance with your computer, please include your C&T number.  If you need to 
send screenshots, please email computing@berry.edu directly rather than submitting your request through self-
service. 

General Overview: 
The online facility reservation system is a new streamlined process that provides efficient facility and service 
management by allowing the Berry campus community to view and browse for availability as well as submit 
reservation requests through the web-based application. 

Remember to keep your reservation requests current and updated within the system if there are changes or 
cancellations with your event. Changes can be made to the original facility request as needed up to a certain 
timeframe before the event. Changes made by requestors will prompt notifications to be sent to the Campus 
Scheduling Office and service managers as needed. 

Please Note: Submitting a reservation request does not guarantee the availability or approval of the requested 
room and/or event equipment and services. Your reservation is not final and your event location should not 
be publicized until you have received a confirmation email from the Campus Scheduling Office. Room 
requests will be processed within 1-2 business days depending on the complexity of your request. After 
submitting your request, you can check on the status of your reservation at any time by clicking 
Reservations and selecting View My Requests. 
Log-in: 
On the reservations page (http://reservations.berry.edu) go to My Account and then to Log In. 

The first time you log in you will need to request or activate your account and list the departments or 
organizations you will be reserving spaces for, including student organizations that you serve as an advisor 
to. You will receive an email once your account has been activated. Once your account has been activated, 
you will be able to log in and make facility requests as needed. 

The format for your user name and password will be the same as your Berry network log in credentials. 
Faculty/Staff: first initial and last name and password (Example: hsimmons + password) 

mailto:computing@berry.edu
mailto:oitpurchasing@berry.edu
https://tips.berry.edu/
https://tips.berry.edu/portal/app/portlets/results/viewsolution.jsp?solutionid=041310515473750&SToken=FC960F880BCBBFC74DB3CDFEA925F501
https://tips.berry.edu/portal/app/portlets/results/viewsolution.jsp?solutionid=041310515473750&SToken=FC960F880BCBBFC74DB3CDFEA925F501
https://react.berry.edu/
mailto:computing@berry.edu
http://reservations.berry.edu/
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Welcome and Your Name will appear in the right hand corner of the page, if you have logged in 
successfully. 

 

Requesting A Space: 

• Click Room Reservations from the top menu bar and select the appropriate facility request 
template. There are 8 different reservation template forms to choose from depending on the type of 
event (Athletic Space, Classroom Space, Computer Labs, Event Space, Krannert Lobby Table, 
Meeting/Conference Room, Oak Hill & Historic Properties and Outdoor Spaces). 

 
• In the When and Where box on the reservation form: 

o To select the Date click    

or click to select 
multiple dates. 

o To select the Start Time and End 

Time click . (Please note: This 
should represent the TRUE TIME of 
the event – not setup or breakdown 
time. The Campus Scheduling Office 
can add setup and breakdown times if 
necessary after the request has been 
submitted and depending on the needs 
of the event.) 

o To select Facilities click       to select one building or click  to select multiple 
buildings to search within. 

o Fill in the Attendance line (estimated for setup purposes) 
o Select Setup Type (for setup purposes) by clicking  

o Click  
• Location tab: 

o Check the list to see which room(s) are available. (Note: search results can be shown as a list or 
as a grid.) 

o Click  to select the available room(s). Selected room(s) will be pulled to the top under 
Selected Locations. 

Click Continue or select the Details tab   to proceed to the next screen to enter in 

event details. 
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• Details tab: 

• Under Event Details enter the full 
Event Name (example: School of 
Math & Science Faculty Meeting, 
Career Networking Fair, etc) and 
select the Event Type from the drop 
down list. 
• Under Group Details select the 
Group that will be using the space 
(if you reserve space for more than 
one group, select which group you 
are requesting space for) and 1st 
Contact information. 
• Under Other Information 
provide a description of your event 
or program for the campus calendar 
and answer all questions. 
• If additional equipment items are 
needed, depending on your event, 
equipment categories will be listed 
with individual headings. In this 
case, Krannert Equipment and 
Physical Plant Equipment. 
• To select equipment items, click 

 to expand the list of equipment 
items such as the items available 
from the Physical Plant. Select the 
items that are needed and answer all 
questions related to equipment. 

 

Once all event detail information has been added click  to submit the request. 
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Reservation Details and Additional Information Tabs: 
Reservation Details are viewable after a request has been submitted as well as by viewing View My 

Requests underneath the Room Reservations tab. 
 

 
Options on the Reservation Details Page: 

Edit Reservation – allows the requestor to edit the Event Name, Event Type, Group, Contacts and Event 

Description. 

Add Booking – allows the requestor to add related room(s) to the reservation. 

Cancel Bookings – allows the requestor to cancel one booking or multiple bookings in the reservation. 

Cancel All Bookings – allows the requestor to cancel all bookings in the reservation. 

Booking Tools – allows the requestor to edit the date and times of the bookings – moving booking(s) earlier or 

later as needed. 

Additional Information Tab: This is a summary of the “User Defined Field Questions” answered when the 

initial reservation request was made. 
 

 
 
Note: The reservation status of the request is listed under the Status column. In this case the request was 

already reviewed and confirmed. If the request had just been made it would be noted as “Virtual Request”. 
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Requesting/Reviewing Services and Equipment: 

 
Under Services: 

Click  to add a service. (Physical Plant event setup, Krannert equipment, etc) Click 

to review or edit the services that were selected with the initial request 

Editing/Canceling Booking: 
Under Actions: 

Click  to cancel booking. 

Click  to edit the booking (Event Name, Event Type, Date, Start/End Time, Facility, 
Attendance, Setup Type). 

Click  if any changes have been made to the request/reservation. 
Other Features: 

• Viewed Reserved/Available Space in Grid Format 
Click Browse in the top green menu bar. Select Browse for Space. The system displays a grid 
showing room availability. Use the  arrows to look forward or backward in time. 
Space can also be filtered by date and facilities by clicking Filter in the upper right corner. 
Enter filter criteria and click Apply to browser for space on that specific date and/or in those 
specific facilities. 

Service Only Requests: 
These equipment or service requests are only for event needs for an event or space that is not listed in the Room 
Reservation forms, such as office spaces, Berry off-campus events, etc. 

• Click Service Requests from the top menu bar and select the appropriate service template form: 
Physical Plant Equipment or Telecom Conference Call Services. 
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• In the When and Where box on the reservation form: 

o To select the Date click   

or click to select 
multiple dates 

o To select the Start Time and End 

Time click . (Please note: This 
should represent the complete time the 
equipment will be needed.) 

o The Building line will stay as 
Override Description. 

o Enter the actual location in the Location line. For example: Krannert 337, Helen 
Simmons’ Office, etc. 

o Click  

Details Tab: 

• Enter Event Name and Event Type 
• Under Group Details select the Group that will be using the service/equipment items and 1st 

Contact information. 
• Select what equipment is needed. Click the  to expand the list of equipment items. Check the 

box and enter in the quantity of the item needed.  
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• Please note that you will be prompted to enter a department charge number for all 
Physical Plant equipment requests. 

• Once all equipment has been selected click  . 

Similar to room or facility requests, you can review service requests by going to Room Reservations and 

View My Requests. All requests will be listed here whether they are room reservation requests or 

equipment/service only requests. You will receive a confirmation email for both facility reservations and 

equipment requests once the request has been reviewed and processed. 
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EXERPTS - BERRY COLLEGE FACULTY AND STAFF HANDBOOK 
The following sections from the College Faculty Handbook are provided for convenience, please review the 

entire Faculty Handbook located on the Human Resource site.   

Faculty Load Policy 

The present faculty work load is the equivalent of 24 semester hours during the academic year, to include 

teaching responsibilities, research, and special assignments. In addition, faculty are expected to serve as student 

advisors in accord with their department assignments and to serve on various Division and college committees.  

Division of Nursing Workload Interpretation 

Faculty members are not expected to teach more than twenty-four credit hours per contract period. The 

College administration acknowledges the intensive workload experience with clinical lab supervision or science 

lab supervision and support a 1:1 ratio as equivalent to one credit hour per one contact hour. 

The state regulatory agency, Georgia Board of Nursing (GBON) requires maintaining a 1:10 student faculty 

ratio in the clinical area and 1:20 in the classroom.  However, the clinical ratio in patient care areas is 

maintained at 1:8 and as low as 1:6 as mandated by the clinical agencies.  

Work Description     Credit Hours per Contact Hour 
Lecture       1.0 

Community / Hospital Lab with faculty present  1.0 

Clinical Lab, with faculty on site    0.75 

Clinical Lab practice, without faculty on site   0.25 

Observational clinical, without faculty on site  0.25 

Campus Simulation Lab     1.0 
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Request for Faculty to Teach Overload Form 
 
 
                
Faculty Member      School 
 
                 
Semester        Total Credit/Contact Hours    
          
 
Course: 
 
 
Salary for Overload: 
 
 
Justification for Overload: 
 
 
 
 
Approved:         Date:         
 
Chair          Date:        
 
Director         Date:        
 
Provost         Date:        
 
*Overload defined as hours above the 24 semester-hour workload. 
 
Due to department chair no later than two days before classes begin each semester.  

Compensation for Teaching Overloads 

Faculty members are compensated for teaching in excess of twenty-seven credit hours per contract period. 

Division Directors are responsible for completing the appropriate Overload Pay Request form and providing it 

to the Provost’s Office. Overload pay is based on the current compensation fee schedule per three semester-hour 

course.  

Supervision of tutorials and independent studies are not considered for overload compensation. 

Compensation for applied music lessons is based on schedule per student, plus a set amount per student credit 

hour. As noted above, see the current College Compensation Fee Schedule on file in the Provost’s Office. 
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Summer Division Compensation 
NOTE: All classes MUST fit within the current Block A, B, and Graduate C and D systems.  The following 
policies are in effect: 

I. Undergraduate tuition will be $600 per credit hour. A full-time student who is eligible may apply the HOPE grant 

toward tuition. If a student completes 6 to 11 hours and is eligible, he or she may apply a “half-HOPE” grant 

toward tuition. 

II. Short-term summer international programs (SIPS) and other off-campus programs: students MUST register 

for the summer course. The college will establish a special account into which students will pay program fees and 

out of which travel costs, course expenses, and instructor travel costs will be taken. A $100 per credit hour fee for 

SIPS and other off-campus programs will be included in the program fees. (In the 2016-2017 year, this fee will 

increase to $125 per credit hour.) These fees are intended to help offset the summer stipend for the faculty 

member teaching the course. Total cost of a program to the student must meet or exceed the cost of tuition for the 

credit hours to be earned. Please see the SIPS information on the International Programs web site for more 

detailed information. 

III. Grading for each summer block opens at 8:00 a.m. on the last day of the block and closes on the following 

Tuesday at 10:00 am. Grades for each block must be submitted during the open grading period for that block. 

Payment for courses taught during the block will not be made until grades have been submitted. 

IV. The following principles determine faculty summer salary for undergraduate courses: 

A. Faculty may choose to be paid a stipend of $5,400 for a three-hour course with a minimum of 8 enrolled 

students. Compensation for classes with enrollments of fewer than 8 students will be determined in 

accordance with the following table, which reflects a stipend per student per credit hour of $225. Additional 

formal contact hours will be paid at this same rate. Student enrollment will be established on the second day 

of class for each block.  

# of students 
enrolled 1 hr 2 hr 3 hr 4 hr 5 hr 6 hr 

8 or more $1,800 $3,600 $5,400 $7,200 $9,000 $10,800 
7 $1,575 $3,150 $4,725 $6,300 $6,750 $9,450 
6 $1,350 $2,700 $4,050 $5,400 $6,750 $8,100 
5 $1,125 $2,250 $3,375 $4,500 $5,625 $6,750 
4 $900 $1,800 $2,700 $3,600 $4,500 $5.400 
3 $675 $1,350 $2,025 $2,700 $3,375 $4,050 
2 $450 $900 $1,350 $1,800 $2,250 $2,700 
1 $225 $450 $675 $900 $1,125 $1,350 

B. Faculty may choose to be paid at per credit hour rate of 1/36 of their academic year salary for an 

undergraduate class with a full complement of 10 students. Compensation for classes with between 5 and 9 

students will be prorated by the number of students (multiplied by 0.9 for nine students, by 0.8 for eight 

students, etc.).  [For example, a faculty member with an academic year salary of $75,000 would earn $2,083 

per credit hour, or $6,250 for a three-hour course with 10 students enrolled. If 9 students enrolled in the 

course, compensation would be $5,625.]  Student enrollment will be established on the second day of classes 
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for each block. Compensation for classes with fewer than five students will only be made by method A 

above. 

C. Faculty who teach a directed study course to an individual undergraduate student will be paid $225/credit 

hour. Faculty may teach up to three different such courses during the summer. 

D. Faculty who teach internships to an individual undergraduate student will be paid $100/credit hour (As a pilot 

during summer 2016, students registering for academic internships will only be paying $125/hour in tuition). 

Faculty may teach up to three different such courses during the summer. If more than three students are 

enrolled in the same credit-hour internships, these will be treated as one course as noted in method A. 

E. Compensation for team-taught courses will be determined by enrollment and faculty salary choice as 

described above. For compensation purposes, registered students will be divided evenly between the teaching 

faculty. 

 

V. The following principles determine faculty summer salary for graduate courses: 

A. Faculty may choose to be paid a stipend of $6,000 for a three-hour graduate course with a minimum of 10 

enrolled students. Compensation for classes with enrollments of fewer than 10 graduate students will be 

determined in accordance with the following table, which reflects a stipend per graduate student per credit 

hour of $200. Additional formal contact hours will be paid at this same rate. Student enrollment will be 

established on the second day of classes for each block.  

# of students 
enrolled 1 hr 2 hr 3 hr 4 hr 5 hr 6 hr 

10 or more $2,000 $4,000 $6,000 $8,000 $10,000 $12,000 
9 $1,800 $3,600 $5,400 $7,200 $9,000 $10,800 
8 $1,600 $3,200 $4,800 $6,400 $8,000 $9,600 
7 $1,400 $2,800 $4,200 $5,600 $7,000 $8,400 
6 $1,200 $2,400 $3,600 $4,800 $6,000 $7,200 
5 $1,000 $2,000 $3,000 $4,000 $5,000 $6,000 
4 $800 $1,600 $2,400 $3,200 $4,000 $4,800 
3 $600 $1,200 $1,800 $2,400 $3,000 $3,600 
2 $400 $800 $1,200 $1,600 $2,000 $2,400 
1 $200 $400 $600 $800 $1,000 $1,200 

B. Faculty may choose to be paid at per credit hour rate of 1/36 of their academic year salary for a class with a 

full complement of 10 graduate students. Compensation for classes with between 5 and 9 students will be 

prorated by the number of students (multiplied by 0.9 for nine students, by 0.8 for eight students, etc.).  

Student enrollment will be established on the second day of classes for each block. Compensation for classes 

with fewer than five students will only be made by method A above. 

C. Faculty who teach a directed study course to an individual graduate student will be paid $200/credit hour. 

Faculty may teach up to three different such courses during the summer. 
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D. Compensation for team-taught courses will be determined by enrollment and faculty salary choice as 

described above. For compensation purposes, registered students will be divided evenly between the teaching 

faculty. 

Payment Policy 

Salaried personnel are paid monthly on the 25th day of each month, providing twelve (12). 

FACULTY DEVELOPMENT GRANTS  
Berry College funds the Faculty Development Grant Program to encourage faculty members to engage in 

professional activities which will enhance their growth as scholars and teachers and contribute to the goals and 

objectives of their respective Divisions and departments as well as the institution. All full-time, non-temporary 

faculty holding the rank of assistant professor, associate professor, and professor are eligible to participate in the 

program. The program is divided into two categories: (1) faculty development grants and (2) summer stipends; 

it does not support funds for travel to present research nor attendance at annual professional meetings. 

Leave Policies 

Policies on specific leave are available in the College Faculty/Staff Handbook.  Please refer the handbook 

for complete detailed policy information. 

C1.02 NURSING MOTHERS (RETURN TO WORK AND BREAKS)  

In compliance with the amended Fair Labor Standards Act and to ease the transition of mothers returning to 

work following the birth of a child, lactation accommodation will be provided for nursing mothers.  

 

C1.06 ABSENCES FOR U.S. MILITARY SERVICE, RESERVE, ANNNUAL TRAINING AND JURY 

DUTY 

A military leave may be granted to any full-time, regular faculty and staff member in the event of induction into 

the U.S. armed forces for the specific period of extended active duty for which he or she has not volunteered.  
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VACATION LEAVE  

Vacation Leave Accrual: Full-time, regular, exempt (salaried), and non-exempt (hourly) employees and full-

time, regular teaching faculty members appointed for 12 months of duty per fiscal year earn paid vacation 

according to the number of years of completed service determined by their hire date at the rates indicated 

below:  

Yrs. Svc. Hours/Days 

0 - 4 100 hrs./12.5 days  
5 - 9 120 hrs./15 days  
10 - 14 140 hrs./17.5 days  
15 - 19 160 hrs./20 days  
20 - 24 180 hrs./22.5 days  
25 - 29 200 hrs./25 days  
30+ 220 hrs./27.5 days 
 

Part-time, regular, exempt (salaried), and non-exempt (hourly) employees scheduled to work at least 20 hours 

per week for 12 months per year and will earn vacation based on the ratio of their weekly work schedule to a 

40-hour per week, full-time work schedule.  

Faculty members who become pregnant will be granted six (6) weeks of paid leave for the birth of the baby and 

recuperation. Faculty members who wish more time off will be allowed an additional six (6) weeks of unpaid 

(FMLA leave). 
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SABBATICAL LEAVE 

Sabbatical leave is a leave of absence to study or conduct research that will have a significant impact on the 

faculty members teaching and/or scholarship. The term of sabbatical may be either one semester during which 

time the faculty member will receive his or her full salary and benefits from the institution, or a full year at half 

salary and full benefits. During the sabbatical, the faculty member is expected not to serve on a college or 

Division council or committee.  

To be eligible for a sabbatical leave, the faculty member must be tenured, hold the rank of associate or full 

professor, and have completed at least six years in service at Berry College. 

Travel Guidelines 

G1.03 TRAVEL REGULATIONS  

 Travel regulations have been established for the guidance of employees who are required to travel from their 

headquarters in the performance of their official duties. In requiring certain employees to travel, Berry expects 

to reimburse them for such reasonable and necessary expenses as may be incurred while traveling away from 

their headquarters and places of residence. Reimbursement will be made upon approval of an expense voucher 

by the employee’s department head, administrative official, and the vice president for finance. Expense voucher 

forms are provided by the business services office. Appropriate supporting documents including receipts and 

other evidence of payment are required.  

Each employee needing to travel in the performance of official duties shall obtain in advance authorization 

as follows:  

1. Occasional Travel. Within State Authorization for a specific trip is to be given by  department head and 

administrative officer.  

2. Travel Required on a Regular or Continuous Basis. Authorization is to include approval in writing by 

the department head, the administrative officer, and the vice president for finance.  

3. Out-of-State Travel. Authorization for a specific trip is to include approval by the department head, the 

administrative officer, and the vice president for finance. (Travel of less than one day for short distances 

over the state line, such as trips to Birmingham and Chattanooga, is not to be interpreted in this 

category.)  

Whenever feasible, official transportation off campus shall be accomplished by common carrier. In 

particular, official travel outside the state by only one employee will normally be by common carrier.  
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Employees authorized to travel may use personally owned vehicles and collect reimbursement for such 

official travel off the campus as hereinafter stated when official vehicles are unavailable. Mileage on personally 

owned or leased vehicles will be computed by the most direct route from the point of departure to the 

destination.  

Occasional campus travel from one work station to another cannot be reimbursed. Transportation costs 

between an employee’s place of residence and his or her headquarters cannot be reimbursed.  

Employees’ use of official vehicles for travel between places of residence and employment will be approved 

when feasible, with the understanding that such personal use of vehicles will be charged to the employee 

concerned at standard rates. All vehicles are assigned for accounting purposes to a “pool,” except certain farm 

and forestry vehicles designated as farm and forestry machinery. Vehicles may be physically assigned to a 

department as requested.  

All costs of operation and maintenance of official vehicles are charged to the pool by vehicle number. The 

department to which the vehicle is assigned is charged by the vehicle pool for mileage at established rates. A 

monthly report of mileage is to be made to the vehicle pool by the department to which the vehicle is assigned. 

It is the further responsibility of the department to make monthly reports of mileage which should be charged to 

an individual or to another department.  

Departments will be charged for the official use of college-owned vehicles. Employees using official 

vehicles for previously approved personal purposes will be charged. Employees will be reimbursed for the use 

of personally owned vehicles for approved official travel. Information on mileage rates for cars, station wagons, 

carryalls, and pickup trucks is provided by the business services office. Rates for trucks and other vehicles will 

be established by the vice president for finance as needed.  

In special cases approved in advance by the department head, the administrative officer, and the vice 

president for finance, vehicles may be rented from agencies for short periods of time. In such cases, the entire 

rental charge will be made to the department concerned.  

Expense Voucher 

Expense vouchers must be completed and submitted to the Business Office within seven working days of 

purchase for reimbursement. The vouchers can be found on VikingWeb under the employee tab and then select 

Forms & Reports.  

Interpretive Guidelines 

Berry College Credit Cards for Individuals – for certain positions that are responsible for repetitive 

purchasing for their department we do have corporate credit cards available for application if your budget 

officer and Director feel it is necessary for the department.  A request must be made and authorized by the 
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business office for the issuance of the card to the individual.   These cards are only used for travel related 

expenses.  Regular purchasing related expenses for departmental needs should go through Brad Barris in the 

purchasing department. 

Missing Credit Card Receipts – if you fail to properly turn in your documentation for a charge, the business 

office will only allow 3 months before a payroll deduction will occur for the unsubstantiated charge.  If the 

receipt or documentation is turned in within a reasonable period of time, the amount will be credited back to the 

employee.  As a reminder, any expense voucher claim or credit card charge over $10.00 (per event) missing the 

receipt or documentation will not be processed. 

Payments to Individuals – as stated on the bottom of the expense voucher, we will not reimburse employees 

for payments to individuals.  These payments to individuals or sole proprietors must be paid by a purchase order 

to meet the IRS’ guidelines regarding documentation and taxation. 

Alcohol – the consumption of alcohol is not allowed or permitted when students are involved in any way, 

therefore a claim for reimbursement or expense of an alcohol purchase will not be processed and if charged to 

college credit card it will be deducted from your compensation.  Even if the students are legally of age to 

consume alcohol, we will not allow any alcohol for reimbursement. 

Pay Pal – please do not use Pay Pal for expense voucher claims, as potentially they are not any different than 

paying an individual or a sole proprietor if they are the recipient. 

Gift Cards – the award of a gift card is not allowed as compensation or as a gift.  They are allowed as a prize, 

such as a random drawing or contest.     

Documentation – please provide clear documentation for purchases, which includes the method of payment 

and who provided the payment.  We will not reimburse an employee for someone else’s purchase.  This 

excludes spouses, we realize sometimes the credit card may be in your spouse’s name.   

Documentation #2 – please provide documentation to support the expense was actually paid.  This typically 

involves including a copy of both the front and back of a cleared check in the case of an expense paid by 

check.  If the expense was paid by credit card, please make sure you not only provide the receipt showing the 

item description but also the section of the receipt that shows the actual credit card used to make the payment, 

typically with the first eight digits marked out. 

Documentation #3 – any time you submit an expense voucher or credit card charge receipt, please make sure 

you document the business purpose and individuals involved.  This is the famous “who, what, when and where” 

description that we expect to see.   
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New Account Codes – we have created several new line items to make the segregation of expenses more 

detailed.  We realize not all of the accounts will apply to every department, but we wanted to make you aware 

of them.  They are: 

• 9109 – Staff Development – this account will be used for specific travel related charges for staff 

training or development. Rather than including everything in #9006 Travel, this gives us an 

opportunity to better segregate the two items. 

• 9150 – Non Capitalized Small Equipment – this account will recognize the purchases of equipment 

that are too small to be capitalized as an asset (those over $5,000) but large enough not to be 

considered a “supply”.  I consider these not regular purchases, such as the desktop printer you order 

every three years or the office chair that you had to replace.   

• 9151 – Software – this account is to be used to record the initial purchase of software. 

• 9152 – Software Maintenance – this account is to be used to record the annual maintenance or 

renewals for your software. 
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PROMOTION AND TENURE 
Tenure Track 

E1.00 FACULTY PROMOTION AND TENURE 

Promotion to a higher rank is Berry College’s recognition of cumulative professional achievement and growth 

at the current rank and is not granted as a matter of course. 

Granting tenure is among the most critical of faculty personnel decisions. It represents a major commitment of 

institutional resources and stewardship. The college, in granting tenure, entrusts the recipient with significant 

stewardship responsibility for the continuing welfare and development of the college. Thus, the granting of 

tenure is based on evidence that the candidate’s contributions and professional growth promise to warrant the 

institutional investment associated with the conferring of tenure. 

E1.01 CRITERIA AND PROCEDURE FOR FACULTY PROMOTION AND TENURE 

Criteria for Promotion 

A faculty member with the rank of instructor will be eligible for promotion consideration in the third 

year of full-time service at Berry College (and annually thereafter). 

An assistant or associate professor will be eligible for promotion consideration in the sixth year of full-

time service in rank at Berry College (and annually thereafter). At the request of the candidate and the 

recommendation of the provost at the time of hire, faculty members with three or more years of full-time 

service in a tenure-track position at other academic institutions may count up to three years toward their time in 

rank at Berry College for promotion and tenure purposes. This option is not reversible. The years applied from 

employment at another institution will be evaluated for purposes of promotion and tenure. 

Promotion is not granted simply upon completion of the specified number of years in a given rank. To 

merit consideration for promotion, the candidate must show progress as measured by the following minimum 

criteria: 

Academic achievement: the earned doctorate or terminal degree in the teaching discipline; or (b) in very 

unusual circumstances, at least a master’s degree with a major in the teaching discipline or a master’s degree 

with a minimum of 18 semester graduate hours in the teaching discipline and demonstrated outstanding 

professional competence and achievement; a continuing pattern of effective teaching; professional growth 

demonstrated through proven and active productivity in scholarly activities related to the candidate’s 
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professional area as shown by peer acceptance in the professional area; substantial service to the department, 

the school, and the college. 

The contributions of a faculty member promoted to full professor must have resulted in the faculty 

member’s being respected and recognized as a model. Promotion to full professor requires a sustained record of 

excellent teaching, and also requires accomplishment in either scholarship or service that exceeds the level 

required for promotion to associate professor. Continued accomplishment at a level required for promotion to 

associate professor must be demonstrated in the remaining area. 

Criteria for Tenure 
When a provost and deans are recruited to Berry, they may be granted tenure as a faculty member upon 

appointment. With the approval of the hiring dean, provost, and president, senior faculty of unusual merit who 

are tenured full professors at other institutions may be considered for tenure at the time of hire. In both cases, 

these appointments are subject to the approval of the Board of Trustees. 

Trustees 
A faculty member with the rank of assistant professor, associate professor, or professor who is eligible 

for tenure consideration is expected to apply for tenure in the sixth year of tenure-track faculty service.  The 

faculty member may request, in writing, an extension to the seventh year, with appropriate approval of the 

Department Chair, School Dean, and Provost. Candidates must provide a clear and compelling statement as to 

the reason for their request. 

At the request of the candidate and the recommendation of the Provost at the time of hire, faculty 

members with three or more years of full-time service in a tenure-track position at other academic institutions 

may count up to three years toward their time in service at Berry College. This option is not reversible. The 

years applied from employment at another institution will be evaluated for purposes of promotion and tenure.  

Faculty members who exercise this option are expected to apply for tenure in the sixth year of combined tenure-

track faculty service. The faculty member may request, in writing, an extension to the seventh year, with 

appropriate approval of the Department Chair, School Dean, and Provost.  Candidates must provide a clear and 

compelling statement as to the reason for their request. 

Tenured faculty members must hold the rank of assistant professor, associate professor, or professor. 

However, instructors will be considered for both tenure and promotion in the sixth year of employment at 

Berry. In such case, tenure is to be granted only if promotion is given at the same time. (This policy will begin 

with faculty hired for the 2009-2010 academic year.) 
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Employment of a probationary faculty member who does not receive tenure at contract time in spring of 

the academic year he or she applied for tenure will be terminated no later than the end of the next full academic 

year. 

To merit consideration for tenure status, the candidate must meet the following minimum criteria: 

academic achievement: the earned doctorate or terminal degree in the teaching discipline; or 

in very unusual circumstances, at least a master’s degree with a major in the teaching discipline or a master’s 

degree with a minimum of 18 semester graduate hours in the teaching discipline and demonstrated outstanding 

professional competence and achievement; a continuing pattern of effective teaching; professional growth 

demonstrated through proven and active productivity in scholarly activities related to the candidate’s 

professional area as shown by peer acceptance in the professional area; substantial service to the department, 

the school, and the college. 

While substantial accomplishment is expected in all three areas (teaching, professional growth, and 

service), for purposes of tenure evaluation teaching quality is weighted more than professional growth, and 

professional growth is weighted more than service. This is true for assistant, associate, and full professors who 

apply for tenure. 

Third-Year Review and Individual Advisory Committees 
 

Faculty development and informed progress toward tenure are the primary purposes of the third-year 

review. Expectations at the time of review are excellent teaching, verifiable scholarly activity related to the 

faculty member’s professional areas as shown by peer acceptance, and evidence of service to the department, 

school, and college. The review will describe strengths and weaknesses of the faculty member in each of these 

areas and suggest ways that improvement might be made. 

By September 15 in the third year of tenure-track employment, each tenure-track faculty member will, 

in consultation with the dean of his/her school, select two tenured faculty members from within that school to 

serve on an individual advisory committee. When possible, one of the tenured faculty selected will be from the 

candidate’s department, preferably not the chair. The individual advisory committee members will observe the 

faculty member’s teaching and advise and assist in preparing a dossier for submission to the school dean. This 

dossier will be submitted by January 30. The dossier should include the following items: an up-to-date 

curriculum vita; self-evaluation of teaching and evidence of teaching effectiveness, such as student evaluations, 

course syllabi, sample exams, peer evaluations; self-evaluation of professional growth and development, along 

with supporting evidence such as copies of published papers, conference presentations, etc.; and self-evaluation 

of service to the department, school, and college. 
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During the spring term of the review year, the committee will meet to discuss what it has learned as a 

result of classroom observations, review of submitted materials, and discussions with the faculty member under 

review. The committee should provide the school dean with a written assessment of the faculty member’s 

achievements and potential for effective teaching, professional growth, and service. This document should be 

signed by both members of the committee. If the committee cannot agree on the assessment, then both members 

may submit separate assessments to the dean. If the department chair of the faculty member under review is not 

on the third-year review committee, the school dean will ask for a separate assessment letter from the chair. 

The dean will prepare a written evaluation of the faculty member’s progress toward tenure, attaching copies of 

the assessment(s) from the individual advisory committee, and chair (if applicable), and discuss the evaluation 

with the faculty member. At this meeting, the faculty member under review will sign the document, 

acknowledging that he/she has been given a copy and discussed the review. 

The faculty member may submit a response to the evaluation which will also be attached to the dean’s 

written evaluation. A copy of the complete dossier, the dean’s evaluation, the assessment(s) from the individual 

advisory committee, and the faculty member’s response (if provided) will be maintained in the faculty 

member’s permanent file and a copy will be submitted to the provost. The faculty member should submit the 

third-year review evaluation as part of the dossier submitted when applying for promotion and tenure. 

Faculty members who have counted one or two years of employment in rank from another academic 

institution toward their time in rank at Berry College will undergo the review process during their second year 

at Berry College.  Faculty members who have counted three years of employment in rank from another 

academic institution toward their time in rank at Berry College will not be required to undergo a review process, 

but may request one if desired. 

College and School Advisory Committees on Promotion and Tenure 
The College Advisory Committee is composed of four full professors with tenure, one elected by and 

from each school; four associate professors with tenure, one elected by and from each school; and one full 

professor with tenure, elected at-large from the college. Terms normally run for three years, staggered so that 

three members rotate off the committee every year. 

Each school shall elect a School Advisory Committee to be composed of three tenured professors at the 

rank of full or associate professor. At least one member must hold the rank of full professor. Terms will 

normally run for three years, staggered so that one member will rotate off each year. 

A faculty member may not serve concurrently on the College Advisory Committee and a School 

Advisory Committee.  If elected to the College Advisory Committee while serving on a School Advisory 

Committee, the faculty member must resign from the School Advisory Committee. This vacancy will be filled 

through the normal elective process, the replacement serving the length of the unexpired term. 
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An associate professor serving on the School Advisory Committee who wishes to stand for promotion 

must resign from the Committee. The vacancy is filled through the normal elective process, the replacement 

serving the length of the unexpired term. 

If a person who is a Related Person of a member of the committee wishes to stand for tenure or 

promotion, the member must resign from the committee. A Related Person means the spouse, or a parent or 

sibling of the spouse, of the committee member, a child, sibling, parent or spouse of a child, sibling or parent, of 

the committee member, or an individual having the same home as the committee member. The vacancy is filled 

through the normal elective process, the replacement serving the length of the unexpired term. 

Members’ terms of office begin on the first day of the academic year following their election. 

Elections to the College Advisory Committee are completed in March by secret ballot originating from 

the provost’s office to on-campus professors [assistant, associate, and full] who have been under contract for at 

least two semesters within the previous two years at Berry College. Elections to the School Advisory 

Committees are held after completion of elections to the College Advisory Committee; secret ballots are sent 

from the school dean’s office to on- campus professors, associate, and assistant professors who have been under 

contract for at least two semesters within the previous two years at Berry College. Election is by majority of 

votes. 

If no majority results, a runoff is conducted between the persons receiving the two largest numbers of 

votes in a given category until a majority is received. 

If a committee member leaves Berry College, the vacancy is filled through the normal elective process, 

the replacement serving the length of the unexpired term. 

An associate professor serving on the College Advisory Committee who wishes to stand for promotion 

must resign from the Committee. The vacancy is filled through the normal elective process, the replacement 

serving the length of the unexpired term. 

If a person who is a Related Person of a member of the committee wishes to stand for tenure or 

promotion, the member must resign from the committee. A Related Person means the spouse, or a parent or 

sibling of the spouse, of the committee member, a child, sibling, parent or spouse of a child, sibling or parent, of 

the committee member, or an individual having the same home as the committee member. The vacancy is filled 

through the normal elective process, the replacement serving the length of the unexpired term. Members of the 

College Advisory Committee and the School Advisory Committees are not eligible to serve on the Faculty 

Hearing Committee. 
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Procedure for Promotion in Rank or to Tenure Status  
General 

Before the end of the spring semester, the provost will notify the faculty that those persons who meet the 

time-in-service criteria and who wish to be considered for tenure and/or promotion must notify the provost in 

writing by September 1. After September 1, a candidate may not change his/her intent to add an application for 

promotion, if only tenure was sought. (This policy affects those applying for tenure who are already associate 

professors.) 

Upon receipt of notification from the faculty member meeting the time-in-service criterion that he or she 

wishes to be considered, the provost notifies the respective school dean; and invites the candidate to submit a 

dossier to his/her department chair no later than September 8. 

The candidate’s dossier should include: an up-to-date curriculum vita; self-evaluation of teaching and 

evidence of teaching effectiveness such as student evaluations, course syllabi, sample exams, and peer 

evaluation; self-evaluation of professional growth and development, along with supporting evidence such as 

copies of published papers, conference presentations, evidence of peer acceptance, etc.; and self-evaluation of 

service to the department, school, and college. 

Candidates are expected to include a third year review and annual reviews in their dossiers. 

The Department Chair will acknowledge receipt of the dossier in writing to the candidate, the School Dean, and 

the Executive Secretary of the College Advisory Committee. The Department Chair will include a letter of 

evaluation in the candidate’s dossier and will forward the dossier to the Chair of the School Advisory 

Committee by September 22. 

The School Advisory Committee will include a letter of evaluation in the candidate’s dossier and will 

forward the dossier to the School Dean by October 15. 

The School Dean will include a letter of evaluation in the candidate’s dossier and will forward the 

dossier to the Executive Secretary of the College Advisory Committee by October 25. By December 15, the 

College Advisory Committee sends the dossier and makes recommendations to the provost. 

The provost reviews the recommendations of the committee, the recommendations of the deans, and the 

dossiers. The provost and the president meet with the committee by January 30 for further consideration. 

The president’s recommendation is submitted to the Board of Trustees. 

The recommendations of the committees remain confidential.  Following the Board of Trustees’ 

meeting, the provost through the school dean notifies the individual faculty member of the board’s decision as 

soon as possible. Any faculty member considered for but not granted promotion or tenure may consult with the 

school dean and provost. 
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Within the College Advisory Committee 

The executive secretary in September calls the first committee meeting to conduct an orientation for the 

committee, and explain and review the criteria and procedures pertinent to the committee’s charge. 

The executive secretary conducts committee meetings; has full voting privileges in the committee; 

receives nominations and follows the procedure outlined below; receives and circulates the dossiers among 

members of the committee for perusal;) writes official communications from the committee; and keeps official 

memoranda or records of committee action for the files. 

The committee proceeds with its deliberations: 

Each member reviews the dossiers prior to the meeting. 

The committee meets to consider each candidate for tenure or promotion. 

The committee takes a yes or no vote by secret ballot on each candidate. The results will be tabulated 

and recorded. Candidates who receive a simple majority of yes votes will be recommended for tenure or 

promotion to the provost and the president. 

The committee prepares a letter which includes the committee’s recommendations for promotion or 

tenure, along with the results of the yes/no votes on each recommended candidate. Each member signs the 

letter, and it is sent together with dossiers and supporting committee materials to the president through the 

provost no later than December 15. 

The committee elects at its last meeting of the year an executive secretary to keep the files and convene 

the first meeting in September. The committee evaluates the procedures followed and recommends any desired 

changes to the president through the provost. In the event that a committee member is considered for tenure or 

promotion, that member does not participate in any deliberations concerning his or her case. The candidate’s 

score is scaled to a base of nine votes. The other eight members countersign a letter to the president through the 

provost addressing the votes taken concerning the candidate. 

At its last meeting of the year, the College Advisory Committee shall elect a continuing committee 

member to serve as executive secretary for the following year. The retiring executive secretary shall report to 

the provost the name of the newly elected executive secretary. The newly elected executive secretary shall take 

custody of committee files and convene the first meeting in September. 
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Clinical Track 
Faculty Handbook Description 
 A limited number of full-time faculty may hold clinical appointments as teaching faculty at the rank of 

clinical assistant professor, clinical associate professor, or clinical professor.  These are limited term 

appointments, typically for three years, but eligible for renewal.  Clinical faculty must have the professional 

qualifications appropriate for a full-time faculty position, and where applicable, must maintain the normal 

licensure or professional qualifications required for clinical practice or supervision.  Clinical faculty members 

will enjoy participation in the academic life of the College with expectations of engagement and service, 

including the right to be elected or appointed to most councils and committees as voting members.  Exceptions 

include committees that consider promotion and tenure of faculty and committees that require tenure for 

membership.  Clinical faculty are eligible for promotion, but not tenure.  At the time of appointment, each 

clinical faculty member will be provided with a Memorandum of Understanding that details the expectations 

associated with their position in the areas of teaching, service, and professional development. 

Criteria for Promotion – Clinical Faculty 
a. Clinical assistant and associate professors with continuing appointments may apply for promotion 

consideration in their seventh year of full-time service in rank at Berry College (and annually thereafter).  

The deadlines and procedures for notification and dossier submission are the same as those for tenure-track 

faculty members.  At the request of the candidate and the recommendation of the provost at the time of 

appointment, clinical faculty members with three or more years of full-time service in an academic position 

at another institution may count up to three years toward their time in rank at Berry College for promotion 

purposes. The years applied from employment at another institution will be evaluated for purposes of 

promotion. 

b. Promotion is not awarded simply upon completion of the specific number of years in a given rank.  To merit 

consideration for promotion from clinical assistant professor to clinical associate professor, the candidate 

must demonstrate:  

1) academic achievement: 

a) the earned doctorate or terminal degree in the teaching discipline, or 

b) at least a master’s degree with a minimum of 18 graduate hours in the teaching discipline,  

2) a continuing pattern of effective teaching; 

3) professional growth related to the candidate’s area of clinical expertise, and 

4) substantial service to the department, the school, and the college. 
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The expectations for professional growth and service will vary from candidate to candidate.  These 

expectations will be stated in each candidate’s Memorandum of Understanding at the time of 

appointment.  A candidate’s accomplishments in professional growth and service will be evaluated 

relative to the expectations associated with her or his position. 

c. To merit consideration for promotion from clinical associate professor to clinical professor, a candidate 

must demonstrate: 

1) a sustained record of excellent teaching, 

2) a record of accomplishment in either professional growth or service that greatly exceeds the 

expectations associated with her or his position, and 

a record of accomplishment in the remaining area that is consistent with the expectations associated with her or 

his position. 
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Memorandum of Understanding Template 

 
Clinical Assistant Professor of Nursing 

Memorandum of Understanding 
 

Year: 
 
Name: 
 
Teaching Load: 
 

Faculty  Clinical Instructor-Non-Tenure Track 

Semester Course # Course 
Name 

Class 
Hours 

Clinical 
Hours Release Semester 

Total 
       
       
       
       

       
  Year Total  

 
Clinical Practice Requirements: 
 

 

Academic Life of the College: 
 

 

Other Professional Commitments: 
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